Making things worse

how ‘caste blindness’ in Indian post-tsunami
disaster recovery has exacerbated
vulnerability and exclusion

“One of our men has committed suicide because he never got any response to his request
to re-start the small business he lost in the tsunami. We also are frustrated that the
government never replies to our requests to replace the tools and handcarts we need to go
back to work. We also are considering suicide.”
Dalits in a Nagapattinam temporary shelter

“Others have received boats and nets, but not us. Now with our loss of income, we are
only eating twice a day – half of what we cook in the evening we eat the next morning, and
that’s all we eat now. Before we could manage but now we cannot even afford to fix the
leaks in our huts. Now we cannot work. It is better that another tsunami comes and takes
us away.”
Dalit fisherman, Pulicat

“Let another tsunami come – maybe then we will help you.”
Government official to affected Dalit community, Kancheepuram
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1. Executive Summary and Recommendations
a. Introductory Overview of the Findings
Discrimination on the basis of caste in the aftermath of the tsunami is an unquestionable fact. The
testimonies of Dalit victims of the tsunami all along the Indian coast of Tamil Nadu show remarkable
consistency, pointing to a systematic and predictable type of discrimination. These testimonies are
backed up by previously published reports by non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and
international NGOs (INGOs) 3, a major National Public Hearing4, reports by Indian journalists5, and
dozens of interviews with the various stakeholders conducted during the course of this research. The
discrimination was present at all phases of the recovery process, from the denial of rice, the refusal to
share emergency shelters, the removal of bodies, and the relief materials provided, through to the
compensation and provision of livelihood assistance and housing. The discrimination began in the first
week after the disaster and was still very much in evidence in January 2006, more than one year after
the tsunami, when the second of two three-week field visits was undertaken (the first took place in
September-October 2005)6.
This report provides information, evidence and analysis of caste discrimination in post-tsunami
recovery operations in Tamil Nadu, India. The discrimination has been inhumane and was largely
avoidable. Agencies implementing disaster or development programmes in India must ensure that this
is not repeated again, and take steps immediately to ensure they are not contributing to the caste divide
in their pretence of ‘caste blindness’. A series of recommendations is provided here to assist ethical
agencies to do so.
The discrimination was not planned or organised centrally by the caste fishermen7; it merely played out
its natural course as a result of thousands of years of an unchallenged caste system. It is the lack of
planning and organisation to tackle the discrimination that ensured it took place. As is often the case in
India, the discrimination was not generally malicious, but stemmed rather from an unwillingness to
confront the discrimination and go against the current. In other words, this is discrimination by
default. The existing situation is one of long-term, systematic, caste-based discrimination; unless
government, Church bodies or NGOs have an analysis, strategies and training programmes designed to
counter this inherent discrimination, they effectively reinforce it, by giving only to those with the
loudest voice and the strongest influence, at the expense of the most vulnerable and least organised. An
active approach is necessary to prevent this discrimination.
Any agencies who had some experience with the recovery after the 26 January 2001 Gujarat
earthquake would have known that active measures must be taken to ensure caste discrimination does

Reports come from INGOs such as Human Rights Watch, ActionAid and the Fritz Institute and from local NGOs such as District
Forum for Dalit Liberation, Social Awareness Society for Youths and People’s Watch Tamil Nadu. A brief summary of such reports are
presented in the Alternative Data Sources section and References are available at the end of this report.
4 The National Public Hearing was jointly organized by National Campaign on Dalit Human Rights (NCDHR), Human Rights Forum
for Dalit Liberation (HRFDL) and Dalit Mannurimai Kootamaippu (DMK) and held in Chennai, Tamil Nadu on August 30, 2005.
5 See for instance the report in The Hindu, Ensure fair distribution of relief to Dalits, 10 January 2005:
“The Puthiya Thamizhagam today urged the State Government to ensure that Dalits are not discriminated against in relief
administration. K. Krishnasamy, founder-president of the party, said he had been receiving complaints that aid was not reaching the
Dalits whereas fishermen were being given "special treatment." Though no one grudged relief being disbursed to the fisherfolk, that the
Dalits were not given even the basic relief materials was condemnable… Dr. Krishnasamy, who undertook a tour of tsunami-hit areas
last week, said the relief administration was not effective in about 65 villages in the Nagapattinam-Vedaranyam belt, where the Dalits
were a dominant community.” Accessed at: http://www.hindu.com/2005/01/10/stories/2005011006550400.htm
6 Information about the field visits conducted, including Districts visited, is found in the Commissioning and Procedure section.
7 Caste fishermen may have used their organisations to later reinforce the idea that Dalits were not victims of the tsunami, but the
discrimination began immediately after the tsunami hit, in strikingly similar ways all along the coast, before any coordination between
the various caste fishermen villages would have been possible. The government, however, does stand accused of taking an initial,
unwritten policy to ensure that relief materials were given to caste fishermen as a priority, despite its denials that such a policy ever
existed.
3
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not occur after an Indian disaster8. Those who would like to claim ignorance may be able to justify their
failure to foresee this or to notice it during the first two weeks. But after the discrimination against
Dalits became public news for everyone via the national and international media from the 7th January9,
none could claim they did not know what was happening.
A few agencies acted relatively quickly to develop a strategy to reach Dalits effectively, and succeeded
in doing so. The majority buried their heads in the sand despite the front page news, spoke of their
‘caste blindness’ when questioned about caste discrimination, and quietly continued targeting caste
fishermen for relief and pretending Dalits were not actually there. The degree of Dalit neglect 9 months
after the tsunami hit was astounding; the continuing discrimination 12 months after the tsunami
showed a condemnable lack of political will to address this problem. Government claims to have
addressed this discrimination were largely contradicted by the facts on the ground (see ‘Quantitative
Findings’), showing that the rhetoric did not equate with political will. However, the scattered yet very
successful initiatives of NGOs committed to reaching the most vulnerable and excluded communities –
some of which are discussed here – show that it is indeed possible to counter deeply entrenched
discrimination even through the disbursement of small quantities of targeted assistance.
The tsunami hit Indians indiscriminately, with the caste fisherman community the hardest hit by virtue
of their proximity to the coast. They suffered the most deaths and loss of property. However, Dalits
were also seriously affected by the tsunami, a number losing their lives and thousands losing their few
possessions and their means of livelihood as daily wage labourers for either the dominant ‘caste
fishermen’ or agricultural land-owners. The caste system prevents Dalits from fishing in the sea, unless
they are working for the fishermen caste. They survive from day to day, without savings and mostly
deprived of the means to earn their own, independent living. They are generally prevented from
registering with the government as fishermen, and the few small wooden boats they owned were not
replaced.
“Building back better” was one of the catch-cries of post-tsunami rehabilitation. Most of the areas hit by
the tsunami across Asia were impoverished before the disaster, and the Prime Minister of India joined
many others promising that the reconstruction would aim to seriously improve the lot of those affected
compared to their a priori developmental position:
The Government is committed to providing a safer and a higher quality life to its people. It will be the
endeavour of the Government that on completion of the rehabilitation and reconstruction package, the
scars of the tsunami disaster are replaced by better means of livelihood with modern day civic
amenities.10

However, the discriminatory approach to this ‘building back better’, focussed intently on the dominant
caste-group of the Indian coast-line, has meant ‘building back worse’ for coastal Dalit communities, as
their relative poverty and communal powerlessness has increased. The caste fishermen have been given
on balance far more and far better boats than they had before the tsunami. They have also had their
houses replaced, regardless of the level of damage to their pre-existing houses, and have been provided
with important infrastructure. They received a lot of rice and cash, which made them less keen to go
8 See Human Rights Watch’s 2001 report Caste Discrimination, A Global Concern, available at
http://www.hrw.org/reports/2001/globalcaste/caste0801-03.htm#P145_19883 which states “In the months since the earthquake,
residents of the state of Gujarat have been besieged by a man-made disaster: caste and communal discrimination in the distribution of
relief and rehabilitation... In all areas visited by Human Rights Watch, Dalits and Muslims lived separately from upper-caste Hindus.
Several residents and survivors told us, "we are surviving the way we lived, that's why we are in separate camps." The report also
provides a global picture of the existence of caste-like systems around the world.
9 See, for example, the Indian Express front page article of January 7, 2005, Headed Tsunami can’t wash this away: hatred for Dalits, subheaded: Dalits thrown out of relief camps, cut out of food, water supplies, toilets, NGOs say they will start separate facilities. The article goes on
to quote some of the relief providers reactions to the problem:
“[We] will look into the problem and report back on what can be done to put an end to this. We certainly do not discriminate but if the
fishermen themselves are doing it because of their local status, what can the government do?” says Shantasheela Nayar, Secretary, Rural
Development, Nagapattinam. Says activist Darpaya: “Dalits are not allowed to drink water from tanks put up by UNICEF. Even in
relief camps, Meenavars don’t want to sit with Dalits and have food. Some of them manage to get rice but other relief items coming in
like biscuit packets, milk powder and family household kits are denied to Dalits.” Accessed at:
http://www.indianexpress.com/full_story.php?content_id=62212. The Jan 7 editorial was also devoted to the discrimination, entitled
Caste away - Crack down on those who discriminate against Dalits in relief operations. The Jan 8 edition also ran a front page article on the
discrimination entitled Even Govt divides survivors on caste, says it’s practical.
10 Rt. Hon. Manmohan Singh, Government of India, TSUNAMI - A Report to the Nation, June 3, 2005 p 8
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back to work – work that the Dalits were relying on. Through all this, caste fishermen did their utmost
to prevent Dalits from receiving aid. Though the caste fishermen suffered greatly in the tsunami, their
position now is in many cases stronger than before the tsunami; certainly the community will be far
better off after the permanent housing has been constructed. No-one would deny that these
improvements were necessary and are welcome, but without assisting the neighbouring Dalits – who
are generally exploited by the caste fishermen – this biased reconstruction is a disaster for those who
miss out. As Henri Tiphagne of People’s Watch Tamilnadu explained, “As a result of the relief and
rehabilitation, Dalits are even more dependent and vulnerable than before.”
The situation of Dalits is generally worse than before the tsunami, and comparatively far worse, in
relation to the dominant ‘caste fishermen’ community11. Caste tensions have increased in many areas.
In an extreme but not isolated case, the community in Raja Nagar, Chengalpat explained that the
increased dominance of caste fishermen will force them out of their village altogether:
The Meenavars tell us “just wait till our houses are constructed – we have many lakhs of Rupees and
weapons waiting to get you… if you don’t like being here and putting up with our torture, you can
leave.” They build their new houses right across the only entrance to our community and use our burial
ground for their construction materials. Now we have no choice but move from here. Even if we have no
work somewhere else, at least we will be able to sleep at night because we are no-one’s slave.

The government and NGOs were very slow to react to the caste discrimination, and in many cases had
still not acted one year later to ensure equality of relief for all victims of the disaster. Many prefer to
pretend there is no caste discrimination, and simply give their assistance to the caste fishermen because
it is easy and provides good publicity.
Rehabilitation must be more than replacement of lost items: it is the reconstruction of a devastated
community. The community was in need of reconstruction even before the tsunami hit – not just
because of poverty, but because of occupational discrimination. As explained by Sandhya
Venkateswaran of Care India12:
The emergency response to the 2004 tsunami in India demonstrates once more that, while disasters are
class- and caste-neutral, those on the margins feel their impact much more severely. Marginalised
people live in precarious conditions that increase their vulnerability to disasters. When viewed in this
light, accountability to affected communities needs to go well beyond the provision of relief and
rehabilitation, so that they regain their pre-disaster level. Accountability needs to empower them –
socially and economically – to build their resilience and protection from future disasters.

Did the government and non-government agencies take the opportunity to better reconstruct these
communities? No, they shied away from the difficult questions. They refused to face up against the
local elite (caste panchayats and coastal Catholic Parish Councils) who control the ocean fishing. They
refused to give relief to all affected regardless of caste. They closed their eyes to the suffering of those
who were not touched by the salt water but who are now suffering increasing poverty, debt and
unemployment as a result of their relation of dependency on the fishing community. They claimed
‘caste blindness’, which is a euphemism for saying they chose not to take the effort required to help
Dalits.
Oversimplification of the problems caused by the tsunami has led to deepened discrimination. The
tsunami has exposed the power relations in the coastal communities. The traditional fishing Caste
Panchayats (or Village Committees, or Parish Councils, in the case of the Catholic caste fishermen
communities) control the use of ocean fishing boats, and refuse to allow Dalits to own or control
anything related to the industry. In many cases Dalits are doing the fishing, cooking or labouring on

The community whose caste or history denotes them as fishermen (e.g. the Meenavars, the Fernandos or the Mukkuvars) are referred
to in this report as ‘caste fishermen’ to denote that it is a caste community. In many other reports this community is simply called
‘fishermen’, which is fallacious for two reasons: not all members of these communities are fishermen; and many Dalits who are in fact
fishermen are excluded from this term. It is vital to acknowledge Dalit fishermen and to separate the caste notion from the occupational
practice. Apologies are made for the gender specificity of the term, which seems difficult to avoid for the sake of readability.
Unfortunately as well as there being arbitrary caste restrictions on fishing, there are also arbitrary gender restrictions, with women from
all communities being prevented from sea fishing. It should be noted, however, that many Dalit women do backwater fishing.
12 Sandhya Venkateswaran, CARE India, Accountability lessons from the tsunami response in India, in Humanitarian Exchange No 32,
December 2005, Overseas Development Institute, p 10, accessed at:
http://www.odihpn.org/documents/humanitarianexchange032.pdf
11
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Figure 1: Different forms of Dalit labour in the Tamil Nadu coastal region: rice paddy labour, thatch-making, salt-pan
harvesting, net-mending, shell collection and fish-vending (clockwise from top left)

the boats in the sea, but they are strictly forbidden from owning the boats. Dalits may own small boats
on inland waters, but not on the sea itself. Caste fishermen claim a customary right to control sea
fishing. Though they are rightly considered a vulnerable community, within their own domain, their
power is supreme, and government officials, police and elected leaders do not dare interfere with their
decisions at the local level. Most coastal Dalits are afraid of the caste fishermen, who have numerical,
financial, class and caste superiority over their Dalit neighbours. They would not risk the violence that
may be unleashed if they were to go against the wishes of the caste fishermen. Questions posed as to
‘what would happen if Dalits started doing sea-fishing in their own vessels?’ were met with the nervous
laughter that greets a naïve question that should never be verbalised. As a human rights lawyer based in
Cuddalore explained:
The fishermen’s society has set the unwritten rule that Dalits cannot fish in the sea – if they did their
nets would be cut and they would be beaten up or even killed. It is easy to dispose of a body in the sea
and make it look like a fishing accident.
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The caste fishermen (known usually as Meenavars, or as Fernandos in some Catholic villages) are also
among the chief landowners of inner coastal agricultural lands, with Dalits the large part of the
labourers on these lands. The other large agricultural landowners are the higher caste Vanniars, who
also rely on Dalits to till their lands. The salt pans which are prepared and harvested by Dalits are
owned mostly by the government, who hand over control of the salt pans to cooperatives. Dalits are
usually not able to participate in these cooperatives. In sum, coastal Dalits in Tamil Nadu are excluded
from controlling the means of their own production.
Dalits were also brought in from various areas and forced to do the work of removing dead bodies. The
treatment of this community was disgraceful. They were brought by their managers from various
districts of Tamil Nadu specifically to remove dead bodies, yet these managers made virtually no effort
to ensure they were provided with appropriate equipment, facilities or supplies to undertake this grisly
task. They were not even given soap, bedding, or enough clothes. They received immunization, gloves
and face masks days after they had begun handling the rotting corpses, even though other higher caste
workers had already received these. They had to work the entire day without food and faced
harassment from caste fishermen unwilling to do the work themselves.
Virtually all stakeholders reinforced the caste system by stating that ‘the fishermen community’ was the
hardest hit. However, this ‘fishermen community’ is not the community of people who do fishing, but
rather a caste group. The Dalits who do fishing are not counted as part of ‘the fishermen community’.
Thus, caste was the basis for determining categories of victims, with caste fishermen considered the
primary victims, and the Dalits the secondary victims. Caste would not be a basis for recognition in
countries that do not have caste. Authorities and NGOs in other countries would have looked at each
family on a case-by-case basis. In post-tsunami India, it was a caste-by-caste basis. There are many
individual caste fishermen who were far less affected (and many more who were far better able to cope
with the impact) than individual neighbouring Dalits, yet, they retained their respective primary and
secondary victim status because of their caste. It is completely arbitrary to say that all from a particular
caste community were affected more than all from another caste. It is even worse when it is the local
dominant caste that is given all the attention and assistance. Any NGO that claims to be ‘caste blind’
yet took a policy where caste fishermen were considered the primary victims is contradicting itself, and
is ethically bound to develop a policy to prevent repetition in the remainder of their post-tsunami work,
and in their future projects in India.
NGOs have to answer to their boards and their donors, who would without doubt be disappointed to
discover that funds only went to the dominant caste, or that only a token effort was made to reach
them. The Catholic Church is a promoter and provider of social justice and social welfare for the
poorest of the poor. A situation where these poorest are rejected, abused and neglected on the basis of
caste by the local Church provides reason for both Church authorities and lay donors to be extremely
disappointed with their counterparts, to whom they entrusted the care of all tsunami victims within
their reach.
Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the government to ensure that those who are excluded by the
private organisations are reached by the government. Their coordination role, which they took on with
gusto, is to see to it that none of the victims falls through the gaps. In many cases, the government has
actually created and reinforced the gaps that Dalits fell through in their thousands. They have picked up
some of the pieces, but they are still yet to comprehensively address this failure. Worse, there are no
signs that the government would do any differently if another disaster were to strike the region.

b. Chief Findings
The main findings of the study are as follows:
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(i)
•

•

•

Relevant pre-existing conditions

Dalit communities were more vulnerable than other groups to the disaster before it happened due to
pre-existing debts, low savings, poor quality settlements, lack of assets, low social status, dirth of
social capital in the form of effective organisations and ability to ‘plug into’ media and social
networks, lack of effective political representation, and their reliance on daily wage labour. Despite
the lesser loss of life and property, in many ways Dalits have suffered more greatly than other
groups as a result of their comparative vulnerability, poverty and invisibility.
Dalits were segregated from and exploited by the caste fishermen and landlords surrounding them
prior to the tsunami, a situation which has been enhanced as a result of unequal distribution of
assistance.
The caste definition of occupations has been a significant factor in preventing help from getting to
Dalits. Dalits are not considered ‘fishermen’ even when they are in fact fishermen, and caste
fishermen are considered fishermen even if they do not actually fish. This fundamental, caste-based
problem has led to generations of inequality and exploitation, which the government agencies have
in fact condoned and strengthened through caste-based distribution of fishing licences and identity
cards. This same, fallacious link between descent and occupation – a social construct of the caste
system – was used by the government, NGOs, INGOs, corporate bodies and others implementing
relief programs.

(ii) Emergency Phase
•

•
•

Numerous cases were reported of Dalits being refused entry, excluded, segregated and/or
discriminated against in emergency shelters. Many were completely denied access to food, water,
shelter and toilets because they are considered ‘untouchable’.
Active diversion of aid by caste fishermen away from Dalits was disturbingly common.
The normal treatment of Dalit manual scavengers by their government employers was exaggerated
in the milieu of the tsunami clean-up operations. They utterly failed to cater for even the most basic
needs of their workers. The workers themselves were expected to perform the work because they are
Dalits. Caste fishermen often refused to engage in this work, and demanded that the Dalits collect
bodies for them.

(iii) Relief Phase
•

•

•

Beneficiary lists used as the bases of initial relief were compiled by caste panchayats (or Village
Committees or Parish Councils), based on their own caste membership. Dalits were denied help
because they were not on the list because they are not allowed to be part of the caste fishermen’s
organisations. They were simply born into the wrong caste. In many cases, it was only after Dalits
conducted road protests that the lists were revised. However, the lists provided by the caste
fishermen’s organisations continue to provide the basis for the most significant assistance provided
by many INGOs, NGOs and corporations. There is a general non-recognition of Dalits as tsunami
victims, or they are seen as ‘lesser victims’ because they are not caste fishermen. A caste fisherman
who did not lose his house or his wife or his boat is not considered a lesser victim than another
caste fishermen who did lose these things; however, Dalits are considered lesser victims because
they are from a different caste group.
Dalits were frequently given leftover or rejected relief provisions. This is evidenced by the different
qualities of rice given to different castes at some of the food distribution points. Dalits were given
leftover biscuits or rotten rice. Worse still, in numerous cases, Dalits were not even given the
leftovers. Dalits reported being near starvation while caste fishermen threw surplus sacks of rice in
the sea or put provisions they could not eat into storage.
Even one year after the scandal erupted over negligence of Dalits, most were still not receiving
sufficient support, while many caste fishermen were receiving more than they could use.
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•

•

•

•

•

Caste tensions have increased as a result of either the unequal distribution of assistance, disputes
over status as victims, or exploitation of victimhood at the expense of those considered ‘lesser
victims’.
Higher caste landlords, creditors and employers have used the tsunami to increase their
stranglehold over Dalits dependent on them for survival; other higher caste groups have taken the
opportunity to push Dalits out of their homes in order to gain more land and to not have to live
adjacent to the ‘untouchables’.
Affected Dalit children were also often discriminated against, being asked to pay school fees despite
a Government Order to the contrary, and not being given materials provided to the children of
affected caste fishermen.
The government is to be commended for having applied one measure which helped many Dalits
survive in the first half of the year (broad distribution of smaller cash payments). This is
commendable, but seems to only have come after a large number of protests, and has not thus far
been accompanied by other measures to provide for their most basic needs. Further, many Dalit
communities who lost their livelihoods were not given this basic assistance despite written requests.
Reports of delayed registration and compensation for the families of Dalits who died in the tsunami
were common in the initial period; however this study has not verified nor contradicted these
reports.

(iv) Rehabilitation Phase
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

The economic disempowerment of Dalits continued for over a year despite a massive injection of
funds into the tsunami recovery process.
Boats have been provided along caste lines. Caste fishermen have been provided with boats even
when they did not have boats before the tsunami. Dalit fishermen have not been provided with
boats (with a few rare exceptions), and even the small kattamurams they lost have not been
replaced. Thus the caste fishermen generally have many more boats than before the tsunami, while
Dalits generally have less.
Housing has generally been provided along caste lines, with exceptions permitted where glaringly
necessary. Caste fishermen have generally been provided with housing regardless of the damage to
their own home; Dalits have only been provided with houses if their dwelling was destroyed by the
tsunami. Dalits along the coast mostly live in thatch huts; caste fishermen often had sturdier
dwellings. Hence, again, the pre-existing difference in quality of life between the communities has
been enhanced through caste-based aid distribution.
The construction of housing for the recovery efforts implies an army of construction workers. At a
time when many of the victims were desperate to return to work and income, even those Dalits who
were already working in construction before the tsunami found themselves locked out of these new
jobs. Construction labour has generally been imported from other states.
Because of the lack of support for affected communities and rising debts, many Dalits have been
forced to leave their villages and to migrate to cities or interstate in search for work.
The government has failed to replace or compensate the lost possessions of Dalits, even those
essential for their livelihoods. In many cases the government officials had not even visited affected
communities nor responded to written requests for the replacement of essential livelihood materials,
indicating that the government is not serious in its claim to be restoring livelihoods of affected
Dalits.
Entire Dalit and other non-ocean fishing communities were excluded from consideration as
affected. The People’s Watch Tamilnadu report of 30 October 2005, The Hit and the Affected,
enumerated 346 such villages found to be “affected by the tsunami but excluded from
rehabilitation”. Around two-thirds of these villages are Dalit villages.
The overall emphasis on replacement of goods in general, and registered goods in particular, has left
Dalits with less than the very little they had before the tsunami. Even where caste fishermen have
not had their boats registered, they have been provided based on the word of the caste panchayat or
Parish Council. If Dalits say they lost a small boat or a bicycle, they are simply thought to be lying.
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•

•
•

The Catholic Church, and in particular the Parish Councils in affected areas, has largely failed to
significantly help Dalits or other non-Catholic victims of the tsunami, and in many cases these
victims have been abused for requesting assistance, even though most assistance was funnelled
through these bodies. In a number of cases, even Dalits who are Catholic have been excluded from
receiving assistance provided by Catholic parishes, solely because of their caste status.
Few NGOs have stepped in to actively support Dalits, and few are even willing to openly speak
about the existence of caste discrimination in the relief and rehabilitation process.
The small number of NGOs and church agencies that have decided to tackle the problem have
applied a variety of successful techniques and have made life better for Dalits as a result.

c. Recommendations
(i)

General recommendations to NGOs and others implementing disaster recovery
or development operations in India or other caste-affected countries

1. Develop a standing general caste analysis and include this for consideration in all aspects of disaster
relief and development policy for projects in South Asia. This should include indicators to ensure
that Dalits are reached in all projects.
2. Ensure consultations with Dalits. Implementers must find and talk to Dalits in a secure
environment to hear their perspective and to respond to their needs, and must meet with Dalit
organisations and Dalit activists.
3. Conduct a localised social relations mapping exercise at the outset of project consideration: find out
‘who are the local elite’ and ‘who are the local subordinates’. This should include an analysis of
‘reliance structures’, in particular the economic and social relations between affected communities.
4. After gaining a Dalit perspective and discerning the social relations and reliance structures, develop
a caste analysis of the local situation and design or modify implementation accordingly.
5. Give priority to replacement of or creation of a minimum livelihood for all affected persons, over
simple replacement of goods. Consider the resources available to the different affected communities
(including savings, assets, labour status, social capital), drawing on the perspective of local Dalits,
in determining needs and beneficiaries. Ensure that assistance is given on a considered real needs
basis.
6. Assess vulnerability to indebtedness and debt bondage of affected communities, in particular Dalits,
and take measures to avoid exploitative practices (such as private loans schemes charging extremely
high interest, or loans from employers or their caste associates).
7. Prioritise ability to interact with local people and understand the local situation (and in particular
the needs of Dalits and other vulnerable groups) over high (English) literacy level for consultants
and partners. A good Dalit partner, consultant or staff member with local knowledge and
community skills coupled with a professional translator may produce far greater results, especially
in reaching the most vulnerable communities.
8. Provide general training on the caste system and forms of discrimination and exploitation for staff
involved in South Asian projects both on-site and in the head offices. This knowledge could be
refined with specific training for the region affected when a particular disaster response is necessary.
9. Actively seek to employ Dalits in staff and volunteering for the recovery operations (the Indian
government has a ‘reservations’ system to ensure Dalits can access 15% of civil service positions –
Dalits are encouraging private companies and organisations to do the same). Affected people who
have lost their livelihoods should obviously be a first choice for reconstruction labour employment.
10. Never compromise the credibility of the organisation by yielding to casteist demands of partners in
order to preserve fund distribution networks.
11. Monitor and counter untouchability practices, which – though illegal – are likely to occur wherever
Dalits and non-Dalits are co-located.
12. Develop and participate in Social Equity Audit processes, ensuring they address caste
discrimination as one of the most important forms of exclusion.
13. Establish a permanent, non-governmental Dalit Disaster Mitigation and Relief Organisation that
could swing into action whenever a disaster occurs in India, with an immediate focus on assisting
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Dalits and conducting research and advocacy to ensure other agencies do not neglect Dalits. Such a
body could and should also assist non-Dalit communities in need (which has the added advantage
of breaking down communitarianism), but would take a priority for the victims and potential
victims of caste-based discrimination in disaster recovery activities.
14. All Church and non-Church development agencies outside India should review their cooperation
with Indian partners in order to be certain their assistance is not further locking out Dalits from
social or economic development.

(ii) Specific Recommendations to current post-tsunami recovery implementers
15. Conduct an urgent review, with input from Dalits themselves, to ensure that existing or planned
post-tsunami projects – including those being implemented by partner organisations – are not
excluding Dalits. This can be done on a coordinated basis, with NGOs pooling resources for a
common process, as with the current Social Equity Audit initiative.
16. Use unspent funds to provide assistance to affected Dalits who are yet to receive such help. The
People’s Watch report The Hit and the Affected provides details of numerous affected Dalit hamlets
that have remained unreached, many of which were still in need of assistance at the time of writing.
17. Provide housing on a considered real needs basis, rather than membership of a particular caste or
religious group. ‘Building back better’ should be egalitarian, with the recovery process being used to
improve the standard of housing for all affected communities, with priority given to those with the
worst post-tsunami housing, regardless of their caste.
18. Make a special effort to create mixed-caste communities where possible, as building new or
refurbished segregated settlements would only serve to reinforce the apartheid-like separation preexisting before the tsunami.
19. Provide boats or other requested livelihood materials to Dalits, to compensate for the economic gap
created by giving such materials only to caste fishermen in the first two years of recovery.
20. Include in needs assessements lost or damaged small equipment used for trades and petty business
such as tools, bicycles, rickshaws, as well as unregistered kattamurams and livestock. Debts
accumulated as a result of non-provision of necessary assistance should be reimbursed.
21. Support the formation of Dalit associations so as to improve the feeble social capital of most of the
Dalit communities, as an asset and insurance policy for the future.
22. Provide psycho-social counselling services for Dalits, in particular Dalit children, for the emotional
and psychological scarring caused by the caste discrimination and abuse they faced in the posttsunami recovery process.
23. Involve Dalits directly in decision-making about future projects and in the evaluation and
assessment of completed projects.
24. Provide compensation and restitution for those discriminated against on the basis of caste during
the post-tsunami relief and rehabilitation process.

(iii) Specific Recommendations to the Indian government
25. In the light of the findings in this and other studies, the Central and Tamil Nadu governments
should, with the help of Dalit organisations, conduct an inquiry into the government’s failure to
ensure aid reached all victims equally, based on their actual need, regardless of caste.
26. The Indian Police’s Central Bureau of Investigation should inquire into allegations that its officials
refused to register complaints lodged by Dalits or prevent plundering of materials received by Dalits
or ensure affected Dalits were able to equally access relief materials. Cases must be lodged against
officials responsible for ‘negligence and dereliction of duty’ in their response to Dalit requests for
assistance, as required by for example Section 4 of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled (Prevention
of Atrocities) Act, 1989.13

Government of India, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 (No. 33 of 1989) Section 4. “Punishment
for neglect of duties: Whoever, being a public servant but not being a member of a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe, wilfully
neglects his duties required to be performed by him under this Act, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not
be less than six months but which may extend to one year.” Accessed at: http://www.unhcr.org/cgibin/texis/vtx/rsd/rsddocview.html?tbl=RSDLEGAL&id=3ae6b52a1c
13
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27. The government should issue fishing licences and identity cards to all Dalit fishermen in the Tamil
Nadu coastal region. The State Director of Fisheries (Tamil Nadu), the Central government
Secretary of Fisheries (Ministry of Animal Husbandry and Fisheries) and the Indian Minister of
Fisheries must commission and implement the recommendations of an independent review of caste
discrimination in the process used by the Marine Fisheries Division of the Fisheries Department of
Tamil Nadu to allocate such documents in order to rectify the existing caste bias, and to implement
a policy that guarantees Dalit fishermen equality of status with caste fishermen. Dalit fishermen
must be given the de facto freedom to form their own, recognised fishing associations, operate their
own boats and develop independent fishing activities.
28. The Tamil Nadu government must ensure that all Collectors and other officials immediately
respond to all written requests from Dalits for compensation, and that ‘closure of the scheme’
cannot be used as a valid reason for non-compensation of goods lost or destroyed in the tsunami.
An investigation should be conducted into discrimination in responding to requests for relief and
rehabilitation, to see whether requests from caste fishermen were more consistently responded to
than those of their Dalit neighbours.
29. The Tamil Nadu government should conduct an inquiry into the gross mismanagement of posttsunami cleanup operations by Municipal Corporations involving Dalit manual scavengers. The
workers involved should be completely compensated and given assistance to not only recover
psychologically but to tackle the endemic exploitation they face at the hands of the Municipal
Corporations, which was the source of their maltreatment.
30. Consider the other recommendations proposed formally by the Jury Panel of the National Public
Hearing on Discrimination against Dalits in Tsunami Relief and Rehabilitation (see Annex).

(iv) Specific recommendations to UN and multilateral bodies
31. The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) should conduct an inquiry into exclusion of Dalits
from the water sources it provided and the caste-based distribution of school materials and subsidies
provided for child victims of the tsunami. Where affected Dalit families have had to pay for free
materials or subsidised school fees in order to maintain the dignity and education of their children,
UNICEF should ensure they are properly compensated.
32. The UN Sub-committee on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights should include analysis
and recommendations on combating caste-discrimination in disaster relief and development
projects in its draft Principles and Guidelines on the elimination of discrimination based on work
and descent. The UN Human Rights Council should encourage the engagement of the government
of India in the process and adopt the Principles and Guidelines as soon as practicable to ensure that
this form of discrimination is not repeated in future disaster recovery efforts.
33. The UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination should investigate and report on
the problem of caste-based discrimination in post-tsunami recovery operations in India.
34. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and Europeaid Co-operation Office and
the European Commission’s Humanitarian Aid Department (ECHO) should evaluate that their
post-tsunami investments to see to what degree Dalit victims were included, and should ensure that
all post-disaster and general development work in India and other caste-affected countries is
designed to actively reach Dalits on a par with higher castes. Planning, monitoring and evaluation
tools should be developed and applied to ascertain whether programmes are reaching Dalits
effectively and that these programmes are at least not ‘making life worse’ for hard-to-reach Dalit
communities.
35. The European Commission should request that the Government of India provides an explanation
of the findings of caste-based discrimination in post-tsunami recovery operations.
36. The World Bank and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) should ensure that proper, predecisional consultation processes take place with coastal Dalit communities in Tamil Nadu, to
ensure their food security and other human rights will not be endangered by planned livelihood
development projects in the region. Likewise the right of Dalits to free choice of labour, including
access to sea fishing, food production and other occupations traditionally withheld from them
because of their caste status, must be respected and promoted in the process.
37. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) should develop a policy document and
guide for ensuring Dalits receive equal attention during relief operations in South Asia.
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38. The SPHERE14 Board should revise the Standards its Handbook to specifically include caste as a
cross-cutting issue on a par with gender, in the South Asian context.

d. Outline of the Report
This report is addressed to implementers of disaster relief and development projects in caste-affected
countries15: multilateral bodies, governments, NGOs, INGOs and Church bodies. The
Recommendations have been placed here at the start of the report, because the purpose of the report is
action. In the sections below, following some information on the purpose and process of the study, this
report will proceed to provide background information on the caste system in general, and its
manifestation in the coastal belt of Tamil Nadu. A summary of some pre-existing forms of
discrimination provides a vital background to this study. The quantitative findings are then presented
before looking at caste discrimination as practiced by the NGOs (local and international, church-based
and non-church based) and the Government of India through the different phases of the recovery
process: emergency operations, relief and rehabilitation. The emergency phase, as described in this
report, is the period immediately following the tsunami comprising the escape and emergency
sheltering as well as the clean-up operations. The relief phase is the provision of essential needs to
those staying in the temporary shelters established, or after returning to their damaged villages. The
rehabilitation phase is the provision of the means – such as livelihood equipment, permanent shelters,
community goods, capital and training – to return to an active, ‘normal’ life in the long term.
The reports on discrimination in each phase are followed by a brief summary of some of the alternative
data sources consulted. Subjective examples of observed Poor Practice and Good Practice on the part of
NGOs are provided, followed by the conclusions. Case studies are provided throughout to give
practical examples of the findings presented. In the Annex, readers can find relevant excerpts from
three disaster recovery instruments, the Recommendations of the NCDHR Public Hearing on castebased discrimination in tsunami recovery operations, and a Bibliography. References are provided in
footnotes throughout the report.

The SPHERE Project provides “a humanitarian charter and minimum standards in disaster response”, and was the chief ethical
reference for relief providers undertaking post-tsunami recovery operations. For more information see
http://www.sphereproject.org/component/option,com_frontpage/Itemid,200/lang,English/
15 According to the International Dalit Solidarity Network, caste and similar forms of discrimination are present in all South Asian
countries as well as Japan and several African countries. See http://www.idsn.org for more information.
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2. Purpose and Process of this Study
a. Rationale for the Study
Discrimination against Dalits in the aftermath of the tsunami was brought to the local, national and
international attention of the public through reports by the National Campaign for Dalit Human
Rights, based on their first hand observations in fact-finding missions. NCDHR’s “Urgent appeal to call
for cognisance of the plight of Dalit victims in the tsunami hit areas and to ensure Dalits get adequate
attention and access to all relief and rehabilitation measures”, issued on January 9, 2005 informed the
world of 6 different forms of discrimination being practiced by the fisher community against Dalits, and
15 different forms of discrimination or negligence against Dalits on the part of the government officials
and police. The appeal also pointed to 9 forms of discrimination against Dalit workers forced to engage
in the relief operations. It provided case studies of discrimination and made a blatant appeal “to all
Actors in the field, including the Government machinery, to focus their personal and immediate
attention to this plight.” This appeal received significant local, national and international attention. If
some actors may be able to claim that they were not aware of discriminatory practices during the first
15 days after the tsunami hit, none can justifiably claim ignorance after this date. Yet, the National
Public Hearing16 held in Chennai on 30 August, 2005 (i.e. 8 months after the tsunami), concluded that:
“… there is no equitable distribution of resources in the process of relief and rehabilitation works to
[non-Caste fishermen] Tsunami victims, since Dalits are in the degraded position on the caste
hierarchy… it is evident that the government focused [on] the [caste] fishermen in distributing the relief
materials and compensation during tsunami… the relief operation carried out by the government of
Tamil Nadu has widened the division between the Dalits and non-Dalits."

The Pioneer Daily17 reported on the National Public Hearing:
According to Justice D Sreedevi, the officials have not taken care even to assess the damage in the
Dalit-majority areas. "In Chellanam in Ernakulam district, the district authorities have not visited the
eastern side where the backward classes are in a majority. Many times, these families have complained
to the authorities, but officials have not taken any action," Justice Sreedevi said. She is of the opinion
that this is a clear case of human rights violation… The members of the NCDHR alleged that their
request for the data regarding the number of tsunami-affected Dalits has been neglected by the District
Collectors. "Even during the stage of enumeration, Dalits were neglected. The authorities are violating
the Constitutional rights and the five principles laid down by the UN General Assembly regarding
disaster management," alleged the organisers.

Many other reports, notably that prepared by People’s Watch Tamilnadu in June-August 2005, “The
Hit and the Affected”, have shown that discrimination was continuing in a widespread fashion right up
until the beginning of this study. DNN, a network consisting of six non-governmental organizations,
decided to initiate a study on the matter, which could gather broader information, describe in detail the
discrimination being practiced and make appropriate recommendations to rehabilitation implementers.
Unfortunately, by the end of the study period, very little evidence pointed to an effective change of
policy by the majority of implementers of rehabilitation, even one year after the news was broken of
caste-based discrimination in post-tsunami recovery operations.

b. Commissioning and Procedure
This study was commissioned by Dalit Network Netherlands (DNN) after reports emerged of blatant
discrimination by NGO, Church and government bodies. The discrimination was reported to be
denying Dalit victims even a minimum level of assistance despite their obvious need, and worse still,
The National Public Hearing, referred to previously, was headed by a 7-member Jury Panel. The Panel’s Recommendations are
provided in the annex and the report is available at: http://www.indianet.nl/ncdhr_hearing.doc
17 Pioneer News Service, Bias in tsunami relief alleged, 1 December 2005, accessed at:
http://ww.dailypioneer.com/displayit1.asp?pathit=/archives2/dec105/kochi/kochi13.txt
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denying them dignity even where the means were available to offer this to them. DNN sought to collect
enough information about the modes of discrimination in order to seek recommendations that would at
least help prevent a repeat of the situation in future disasters.
Two three-week field visits were conducted (in September-October 2005 and in January 2006),
comprising single or multiple visits to 31 affected Dalit communities in the Tamil Nadu Districts of
Thiruvallur (Pulicat), Chennai, Kancheepuram, Cuddalore, Nagapattinam, Thoothukudi, Thirunelveli,
Kanyakumari, and the Union Territory of Pondicherry. For comparative purposes, 12 visits were made
to non-Dalit communities comprising caste fishermen (Hindu, Catholic and Protestant), Irula, Muslim
and other caste Hindu communities. Specific consultations were held on three other Dalit and two
other non-Dalit communities. Additionally, 39 interviews were conducted with key persons stationed in
Tamil Nadu with intimate knowledge of the recovery process hailing from NGOs, INGOs, fishermen’s
associations, Church bodies, the corporate sector, Dalit and women’s organisations, the media and the
Government. A consultation was also held with 14 Dalit-run Dalit NGOs working in the southern
region of Tamil Nadu from the National Dalit Front for Social Justice and further information was
gathered at a special assembly in Thoothukudi of some of the most vulnerable and excluded
communities affected by the tsunami, organised by the Annai Theresa Welfare Trust. The field visits
were complemented by existing reports from NGOs and media and contact with knowledgeable
persons in Europe.

c. Process, Limitations and Acknowledgements
This study is based on field visits, complementary reports and interviews. The research took a Dalit
perspective based on listening to Dalits themselves. The standard perspective is to talk first to the
dominant caste leaders, and not to trust Dalits to tell the truth. Of course it is possible that Dalits may
not tell the truth, but they deserve to be heard and respected. It is the range of interviews that builds a
true picture. Where geographically separate Dalit communities in comparable situations give the same
information about the types of discrimination they face, though interviewed completely separately, an
image emerges of the forms of discrimination that have been applied in the post-tsunami recovery
process. Separate reports from other sources provide supplementary information. Interviews add deeper
analysis to the findings from field visits and reports. The sum total of these sources has provided a very
clear picture of systematic discrimination against the Dalit community affected by the tsunami.
There are numerous bases for discrimination in India generally, and in the post-tsunami discrimination
in general. Discrimination against women, tribals (Irulas), non-Catholics, disabled people, Muslims and
other vulnerable groups have also been recorded. The overall findings of this study tend to back up the
recognition of these forms of discrimination. However, the study remains one of caste-based
discrimination. It should simply be noted that discrimination against Dalits is not the only form of
discrimination in the region.
This study would have been impossible without the assistance of People’s Watch Tamilnadu, and in
particular Mr. Henri Tiphagne, Mr. Louis, Mr. Sibu Mathew and Ms. Radha. Fr. Manu Alphonse of
Social Watch and Ms. Deepthi Sukumar of Christian Aid provided vital contacts and analysis. Direct
assistance was also provided by: Rural Development Society and Dalit Forum for Dalit Liberation,
Villupuram; Dalit Landrights Federation (Dalit Mannurimai Kootamaippu, DMK), Pondicherry; Tsunami
Relief and Rehabilitation Coordination/Tamil Nadu Legal Action Centres; Social Awareness Society for
Youths, Villupuram; Annai Theresa Welfare Trust, Thoothukudi/Thirunelveli; and People’s Action
Movement, Chennai. Special gratitude is due to the National Campaign for Dalit Human Rights to the
International Dalit Solidarity Network and to Lawrencia Kwark of Comité catholique contre la faim et pour le
développement for exposing the problem in the early days after the tsunami struck. Thanks go also to all
who took time from their rehabilitation work to be interviewed. But the most sincere appreciation is
reserved for the Dalit communities who sat and patiently explained the situation without expecting
anything more than to be listened to and advocated for, in the distant hope of being treated on a par
with their neighbours.
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3. Background
a. Caste in India
The caste system has been in existence in India for perhaps as long as 3,000 years. It has traditionally
formed an integral part of the Hindu religion, which is the religion of more than 4 in 5 Indians, though
many modern Hindu scholars assert that it is no longer an acceptable characteristic of the religion. In
the caste system, each person is born with a different status and purpose, depending upon the family
into which they are born. The system is made up of 5 basic groups of people, four large sociooccupational categories (known as Varnas) for caste Hindus, and another category for those beneath the
entire system:

Categories of ‘caste
Hindus’ within the
Varna system

Those born outside
of the Varna system

1. Brahmins (priests or teachers)
2. Kshatriyas (rulers and soldiers)
3. Vaishyas (merchants and traders)
4. Shudras (labourers and artisans)
Dalits (formerly known as Untouchables
or Harijans – assigned the work
considered ‘polluting’ for caste Hindus)

In simple terms, the caste system says that the Brahmins are the most important people, and must be
the spiritual rulers; the Kshatriyas should be the civil rulers and fight for the country; the Vaishyas
should run the shops and markets; and the Shudras should do the labouring work. The caste system
prevents people marrying people from different varnas, ensuring that generations do not cross into
different categories. The categories are in fact fixed before birth and continue until death.
This applies even more strictly to those born outside the varna system – the people who today call
themselves ‘Dalits’, who are not only prevented from marrying anyone born into a ‘varna’, but must
not allow themselves to be touched by such a person (hence the term ‘Untouchables’). These people are
considered spiritually and physically unclean, and in the caste system must live in a separate colony,
must use separate water and eating facilities, must never come in contact with caste Hindus, must call
out an identifying greeting to ensure everyone knows they are ‘untouchable’ and must perform the tasks
considered too unclean for caste Hindus to do. These jobs included removing carcasses of dead
animals, working with leather, performing midwifery duties, cleaning toilets, giving news of death and
working with particular metals.
Each of the Varnas, as well as the Dalits themselves, are in turn organised into a multitude of subcastes, each of which has a different status in their local community.
In modern India, caste Hindus are generally free to choose their occupation, however Dalits are
generally still confined to the occupations traditionally assigned to them. Over time, Dalits have largely
replaced the position of Shudras as labourers in India, with Dalits making up the backbone of the rural
workforce. Despite this, Dalits rarely work for themselves – usually they work as farm labourers for
caste Hindus18, many of them trapped into debt bondage. The most recent estimates are that 75% of
Dalits are either landless or near-landless (marginal land allocations).

“Evidence for more recent year, 1999-2000 from the NSS Employment survey, put the figures of landless and near landless SC
households close to 75%.” Indian Institute of Dalit Studies, Dismantling Descent Based Discrimination - Report on Dalits’ Access to Rights,
2006, page 13.
18
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In 1949, upon independence from the British, India introduced a progressive constitution drafted by the
Dalit leader Dr. BR Ambedkar. The constitution abolished untouchability and forced or bonded labour,
banned exploitation of Dalits and enabled reservations for Dalits in parliament and the public service.
However, these Constitutional protections have been consistently contravened or ignored. The
demands of the Dalit movement have resulted in regulations and the formation of commissions
banning manual scavenging (removal of human faeces, work done by Dalits for caste Hindus), bonded
labour, contraventions of civil rights, and a National Commission for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes to look into abuses against Dalits and indigenous groups.
Dalits are frequent victims of violence, particularly Dalit women who are seen as soft targets for rape.
Dalits who challenge the caste hierarchy face severe and violent repression. In 1989, seeing that there
had been no let-up in horrendous crimes being committed against Dalits, the Indian parliament passed
the Schedules Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act to specifically ban such acts
as forcing Dalits to eat faeces or drink urine, parading them naked through the streets, or throwing
carcasses into their water sources. The very existence of this Act is evidence that 40 years of civil rights
for Dalits had meant very little, as they are still daily subject to the most disgusting, dehumanising
crimes whenever they try to implement these rights. The National Human Rights Commission of India
published a report19 in 2004 concluding that the implementation of the Act is abysmal. The report
revealed that impunity for the perpetrators of atrocities against Dalits is reinforced at all levels of the
criminal justice system:
After experiencing biased conduct of police officials and indifference of civil administration, victims pin
their last hope on judiciary to deliver justice. This hope has also been belied, judged by the low rate of
conviction under the Act.20

In his introduction to the NHRC report, Chairperson Justice Anand exclaimed:
Despite elaborate provisions in the Constitution and other laws, it is an unfortunate reality that social
injustice and exploitation of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and other weaker sections persist.
There are reports in the press about atrocities against persons belonging to these groups and the
frequency with which they occur is a cause for disquiet. The humiliation which persons belonging to the
Scheduled Castes in general and the Dalits in particular suffer even today, more than half a century
after India proclaimed itself to be a Republic, is a matter of shame.21

While a few Dalits have been able to advance their economic status, systemic non-implementation of
laws designed to protect and promote Dalit rights means that the vast majority of an estimated 170
million Dalits in India are still subject to extreme forms of violence, social exclusion, labour
exploitation, impoverishment, untouchability and repression.

b. Caste in Tamil Nadu’s coastal belt
Tamil Nadu’s coast has provided a living for fishermen for many centuries. This is not unusual, but
what is particular to the Indian coast is that fishing – as with most traditional occupations – is restricted
to a particular caste. One of the major ‘fishermen castes’ in Tami Nadu is the Meenavar community,
which is officially a ‘Most Backward Caste’. Outside of Chennai, the Meenavar community is almost
completely engaged in fishing, and lives right on the coast. The adjacent communities are typically
Dalit (known as ‘Scheduled Castes’, at the bottom of the caste system). People’s Watch Tamilnadu has
noted that for each caste fishermen community there are on average two Dalit communities, which are
normally completely segregated from the (usually much larger) caste fishermen village. These
communities either work for the fishermen, or as agricultural labourers, usually producing rice for the
higher caste landowners. Others work in saltpans as daily wage labourers. A small number own
marginal plots of land, do back-water fishing or work in ‘petty trades’ as self-employed casual labourers.
The vast majority are daily wage labourers, known in India as ‘coolies’.

19 KB Saxena, National Human Rights Commission, Report on Prevention of Atrocities against Scheduled Castes, 2004. National magazine
Frontline also published a summary of the report and the problem of atrocities in India (Volume 21, Issue 23), which was made
available at: http://www.flonnet.com/fl2123/stories/20041119004403000.htm
20 Ibid., p. 121
21 Ibid., Forward by Justice AS Anand, NHRC Chairperson.
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Dalits are both restricted and exploited. Their caste means that they are not allowed to officially be
fishermen, as this is the official occupation of a separate, higher, touchable caste. This has somehow
translated into meaning that they cannot own the means of production, not that they cannot fish. Many
Dalits are working directly as fishermen for the fishermen caste. They may be fishermen, or in a zone
where fishing would be the most useful means of livelihood, but they are socially prohibited from
owning sea-going vessels.
Caste fishermen in Tamil Nadu are generally very well organised. Though they do not have a large
political influence in normal times (they are spread along the coast, making up only small proportions
of any particular electorate), in their local environment – and in the context of the tsunami – their
representative organisations are all-powerful. These organisations are known as ‘caste panchayats’ or
‘traditional panchayats’ or, in Catholic areas, Parish Councils or Village Committees. This is an
unofficial, local governance structure which parallels (and supersedes) the official, elected local
government ‘Gram Panchayat’ structure. The elected panchayat has no effective influence on the
fishing communities or their activities. The caste panchayats are federated in places, with one
panchayat becoming the ‘government’ for the other communities. The caste panchayats, Village
Committees and Parish Councils in caste fishermen communities have been highly praised for their
organisation, efficiency, advocacy and their social support mechanisms designed to help the neediest in
their community. However, viewed from a Dalit perspective, these organisations seem less like
benevolent institutions and more like an exclusive club to which Dalits are prevented from belonging,
regardless of their connection to sea-fishing. They function effectively as caste clubs which look after
the interests of their own, loyal members.22 The caste panchayats are the ones that the Department of
Fisheries entrusts de facto with providing information for the assignment of fishing licences. As a result,
Dalits find it very difficult or impossible to obtain government-provided fishing licences. Where Dalits
have been able to acquire their own boats, they have been the
‘kattamurams’ (usually four logs tied together with rope), or
in rare cases the larger ‘vallams’ or country boats, which they
are normally only able to use in backwaters. Caste fishermen
have completely prevented Dalits from owning fibreglass,
motor-boats, with which they could earn a living. All of the
fibreglass boats, and the vast majority of other boats and nets
are owned by the caste fishermen, with Dalits employed as
‘coolies’ for the caste fishermen.
On the hinterland side, irrespective of some superficial ‘land
redistribution’ which has given some Dalit families tiny plots
of land (see section on Land, below), the traditional higher
caste land ownership and control of resources continues.
Dalits generally work the land and earn daily wages rather
than being able to sell their hard-won produce, contrary to 45
Figure 2: Schema of typical geographic and
years of state policy. Dalits working on salt pans are in the economic distribution of castes on Tamil Nadu
coastal belt.
same position. This labour does not come with the guarantees
of ‘employment’, available only to a select few in the cities. Dalit ‘coolies’ do the menial and manual
labour on a day-to-day basis, according to the needs of the caste fishermen or caste landowners. If there
is no work that day, month or year, they have to find other ways to eat, which often means borrowing
money from the caste that hires them, leaving them open to debt bondage.
Coastal Dalits can generally earn just enough to survive on a day-to-day, hand-to-mouth basis.
However births, deaths, marriages, festivals23, sickness, leaking thatches or other ‘events’ require
22 See Eline van Haastrecht & Marjanka Schaap, A critical look at fisheries management practices: the 45-day ban in Tuticorin District, Tamil
Nadu, India, University of Amsterdam, December 2003, p53-54 for an explanation of the role of caste panchayats and Parish Councils in
the governance of caste fishermen communities. Accessed at: http://staff.science.uva.nl/~dcslob/45dayban/The_45_day_ban.pdf
23 Religious or cultural festivals, such as Tamil Nadu’s ‘Pongal’, are important occasions for Dalits – even if they may not be able to
participate to the same degree as higher caste people (because of their ‘untouchability’), it is a matter of pride to be able to celebrate the
occasion properly. Many in the developed Christian world follow this same practice of going into debt at Christmas time. Similarly,
ceremonies and celebrations for marriages, deaths and births are not optional, but a cultural and religious requirement.
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surplus cash that is simply not available. Add to this seasonal variation in the harvest and the catch,
and the almost complete disappearance of work during the monsoon season, and vulnerability to
indebtedness is evident. For vulnerable communities such as these, natural disasters of the scale of the
tsunami – or the floods which followed a year later – make increased debt burdens almost inevitable.
Indebtedness need not be problematic if loans are to an independent, transparent source with
reasonable interest rates. However, the sources of credit available to these Dalit communities are the
salt-pan or agricultural land owners, the caste fishermen, or usurious ‘mobile’ loan sharks. Enormous
interest rates charged by most of these private creditors obviously compound the economic difficulties
that led to the need for the loan in the first place; indebtedness to those on whom one relies for daily
wage labour can easily transform into debt bondage or even slavery. Caste superiority of creditors adds
an extra dimension to their demands for repayments, and reduces the potential for Dalits to be able to
complain about debt bondage, non-recognition of payments and unjust interest rates to authorities.
Housing quality is commonly divided along caste lines. Dalits usually live in mud-and-thatch huts
(made with woven coconut palm fronds), while their caste neighbours on either side often have ‘pukka’
dwellings made from concrete or other durable materials. This is not a hard-and-fast division, but it is
clear to anyone travelling among the villages of Tamil Nadu that the general standard of housing for
Dalits is lower than for other groups, with the exception of Adivasi (‘tribals’ or indigenous Indians).
Fishing and agricultural coolie work provides the best livelihood available to these coastal Dalit
communities, despite the fact that they reside in a resource-rich environment. In the periods where no
work is available, or as an alternative when not enough workers are required, they search for other
coolie work such as in construction or painting (this is easier in the cities, and migration to cities is
quite common, especially in times of economic difficulty). One of the few areas where coastal Dalits
had achieved a degree of autonomy and sustainability was in backwater fishing. The caste fishermen
claim the oceans as their personal resource; inland waters are accessible to others. Dalits use nets and,
where possible, kattamurams to catch fish in estuaries and inlets close to the coast. Dalits have devised
many other forms of work to supplement their income, such as ‘blind’ fishing (catching prawns by
hand), small vending shops (perhaps using a bicycle), or thatch making.

c. Forms of Pre-existing Caste Discrimination on Tamil Nadu Coast
It must be noted that caste discrimination, untouchability practices and violent acts against Dalits are
completely illegal in India. However, the reality is far from the legality, and there seems little attempt to
redress the situation.
Untouchability and Segregation
Physical untouchability practices have reduced to some degree in Tamil Nadu, but remains a serious
problem. There are still many reports of non-Dalits refusing food from Dalits (either bought or offered)
or refusing to share utensils with Dalits, banning of temple entry and restricting Dalits from entering the
centre of a non-Dalit village. Dalits must wait until non-Dalits have finished before they can access
water sources or food rations, if they are allowed access them at all. A 2006 study on rural
untouchability in India covering 565 villages in 11 States (including Tamil Nadu)24 has revealed the
extent to which Untouchability – officially banned under the 1950 Constitution – continues to be the
daily reality for millions of Indians:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

38% of villages, Dalits school students were made to sit separately while eating
27.6% of villages, Dalits were prevented from entering police stations
25.7% of villages, Dalits were prevented from entering ration shops
33% of villages, public health workers refused to visit Dalit homes
48.4% of villages, Dalits were denied access to water sources
35% of villages, Dalits were barred from selling produce in local markets
64% of villages, Dalits were restricted from entering Hindu temples
70% of villages, Dalits and non-Dalits cannot eat together

24 Ghanshyam Shah, Harsh Mander, Sukhadeo Thorat, Satish Deshpande, Amita Baviskar, Untouchability in rural India , Sage, New
Delhi, 2006
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For the most part, however, a strict segregation of the communities means that untouchability takes
place on a larger scale: they simply do not mix in ordinary life. The exception to this is on ocean-fishing
vessels, where Dalits and caste fishermen mix freely. The same does not apply to the home. The
underlying ‘untouchability feeling’ to which Dalits often refer made itself manifest through the need to
share emergency shelters and food after the tsunami. There are numerous reports of non-Dalits
claiming they would rather die in another wave than share an emergency shelter with Dalits.
Marriage
Inter-marriage between Dalits and non-Dalits is almost unheard of in the coastal belt. Even in large
cities it is extremely uncommon. Elopement, a life of estrangement from family and friends, and the
risk of extreme violence is the only solution for inter-caste marriages of this kind. Nobody marries
without finding out their future partner’s caste first. And nobody wants to marry a Dalit.
Religion and Cultural Practices
The holiest sites are usually at the centre of the village, with higher caste houses surrounding the area.
Dalits are never situated close to a village’s temple or deity, unless it is their own ‘Dalit’ shrine to a god
or goddess. Dalits will usually be prevented from entering the area surrounding the temple, or from
walking on the road leading to the temple. Separate roads are normally used to access Dalit areas, and
these are the ones that Dalits are supposed to use. Dalits are prevented from being close to the deity
during processions. Celebrations for festivals are commonly separate.
Caste is a Hindu construct and is still a very strong aspect of the life of Hindus. Some Dalits have
chosen to leave the Hindu religion to escape the discrimination and humiliation their caste status
determines25. A number of Dalits have, in the footsteps of their late leader Dr. BR Ambedkar, converted
to Buddhism, where caste discrimination is not found in the Indian context. Most of the Dalit converts
have turned to the Roman Catholic faith, and Dalits make up an estimated 70% of India’s Catholics.
However, while caste discrimination is denounced by the Catholic Church26, untouchability is still
practiced in many parishes in Tamil Nadu, evidenced through seating arrangements, segregated
wedding and funeral processions and separate burial grounds. The Tamil Nadu Bishops Conference has
enounced an Action Plan to tackle this problem, but progress has not been significant to date.
Additionally, Dalit Christians lose their right to ‘reserved’ positions in the public service or government
as soon as they convert away from the Hindu religion.
Amongst the Catholic caste fishermen communities, caste discrimination practices are varied. The
Mukkuvar caste fishermen villages on the southern coast of Tamil Nadu (in Kanyakumari district)
converted collectively to Catholicism in the mid 16th century. Caste discrimination was not observed
within these communities, though, according to G. John Samuel27:
While in the initial stages conversion afforded them succour and a social status, in the long run it failed
to release them from social evils like caste. For its survival, Christianity had to absorb the traditional
culture; and to consolidate its position the Church was also obliged to absorb the social structures
indirectly.

The religious makeup of the southern Tamil Nadu coastline is explained by Eline van Haastrecht & Marjanka Schaap, A critical look at
fisheries management practices: the 45-day ban in Tuticorin District, Tamil Nadu, India, University of Amsterdam. December 2003, accessed
at: http://staff.science.uva.nl/~dcslob/45dayban/The_45_day_ban.pdf
26 It is not just a general policy for the Church to be inclusive – Pope John Paul II, just one year before the tsunami hit, speaking to the
Indian Bishops directly, addressed the issue of caste discrimination specifically: “At all times, you must continue to make certain that
special attention is given to those belonging to the lowest castes, especially the Dalits. They should never be segregated from other
members of society. Any semblance of a caste-based prejudice in relations between Christians is a countersign to authentic human
solidarity, a threat to genuine spirituality and a serious hindrance to the Church’s mission of evangelization. Therefore, customs or
traditions that perpetuate or reinforce caste division should be sensitively reformed so that they may become an expression of the
solidarity of the whole Christian community.” (accessed at:
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/speeches/2003/november/documents/hf_jp-ii_spe_20031117_ad-liminaindia_en.html)
27 G. John Samuel, The Mukkuvar, A Fishing Community, accessed at: http://ignca.nic.in/cd_08015.htm
25
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Regardless of whether or not caste is practiced within the community, practices exist which resemble
the untouchability and occupational discrimination seen in the caste system, with the subjects being
non-Catholics or ‘inactive’ Catholics. Active Church members may be encouraged to shun nonCatholics or even members who have not attended community meetings or paid their Church taxes.
Socio-economic boycott of those no longer officially ‘active’ members is normal in many parishes, and
those no longer considered active parish members can even be prevented from fishing in the sea by
Village Committees. Caste discrimination is still actively practiced by members of the Fernando Catholic
fishermen communities north of Kanyakumari (originally stemming from the Paravar fishing caste), as
evidenced by their inhumane treatment of both Catholic and non-Catholic Dalits in the aftermath of the
tsunami.
Occupation
Generally speaking, Dalits are the ones that do the most menial, low-paid, dirty and socially
unacceptable work. As Professor Sukhadeo Thorat28 has explained:
Determination of occupation by birth and restrictions to change the hereditary occupation and social
position obviously restricts the freedom of occupation and involves descent and work related
discrimination. As occupation and property rights of each caste are fixed and compulsory it necessarily
involves forced exclusion of one caste from the occupations of other castes. Dalits having been excluded
from access to social rights, property rights and source of livelihood for generations, except the labour
or service to the castes above them, experience denial of basic rights in multiple spheres.

Dalits are the only ones who will do manual scavenging work, removing carcasses and cleaning drains,
roads or sweeping the land on private residences. Dalits may not practice ocean fishing unless
accompanied by the caste fishermen or in boats owned by them. They are prevented from becoming
members of the caste panchayats or Parish Councils that control sea fishing. They cannot become
members of the Fishermen’s Cooperative Societies and are hence almost completely locked out of
gaining fishing licences from the Fisheries Department.
Land
In 1961, the Tamil Nadu government passed the Tamil Nadu Land Reforms (Fixation of Ceiling on
Land) Act, which aimed to reduce the concentration of lands in the hands of the upper-caste few and to
give land to landless Dalits in particular. Frontline reports that after more than 40 years, this act had
only rendered 4% of the land envisaged for redistribution, and the land distributed has
disproportionately benefited non-Dalits. Dr. M. Thangaraj of the Madras Institute of Development
Studies has commented on the failure of this scheme29:
"[The sets of] data unmistakably suggest that the Land Ceiling Act could not alter the agrarian
structure. Significantly, the guidelines for the distribution of the ceiling-surplus land show that
preference will be given to agricultural labourers belonged to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes. But the data on distribution of ceiling-surplus land shows that 61% of the land was distributed to
others (non-Scheduled Castes and non-Scheduled Tribes). It is clear that the implementing officers
have vested interest and hence the benefit of ceiling-surplus land could not fully reach the target
groups."30

Resource and market access
For untouchability reasons, Dalits are restricted or excluded from accessing many resources and
markets. Dalits may be prevented from being involved with food preparation or sales, ruling out for
many the markets of restaurants and milk production. Professor Thorat explains that “market
discrimination may operate through exclusion, restriction and/or discriminatory access to various
markets such as agricultural land, labour, capital, credit or other inputs and services necessary for
starting any occupation. The restrictions may also prevail in the exchange of product and consumer
goods between members of different castes.” In cities, where caste identity is not revealed until
Indian Institute of Dalit Studies, Dismantling Descent Based Discrimination - Report on Dalits’ Access to Rights, 2006, p7-8
Land and Caste in Tamil Nadu, Land Reforms in India - Tamil Nadu: An Unfinished Task, Sage Publications, 2003
30 Quoted in S. Viswanathan, Land of Inequalities, Frontline Vol:21 Iss:21, October 9-22, 2004, accessed at:
http://www.flonnet.com/fl2121/stories/20041022003004300.htm
28
29
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questions are asked, Dalits have ventured into a number of new markets, but in rural coastal Tamil
Nadu the work options remain extremely limited.
Economic exploitation
If some untouchability practices have reduced and the occupations are less defined than previously,
what remains consistent is economic exploitation of Dalits. Their low caste status and traditional
poverty, coupled with low education and traditional domination, means they are easily exploited.
Whether it is the fishermen, the saltpan owners, the temple-lands authority or the agricultural
landlords, Dalits are the pawns in the economic system, doing the lion’s share of the grinding work for
the minimum possible income. Their economic relationship with higher castes has not largely changed
from the feudal-caste system they have been part of for generations. According to Prof. Thorat:
Under the traditional economic framework of the caste system, the occupation and economic rights
(including property rights) of each caste are fixed and compulsory and therefore, involve forced
exclusion of one caste from the occupations (and rights) of another. The untouchables are particularly
excluded from access to all sources of livelihood,
except manual labour and service to other castes.
The exclusion of untouchables is multiple and
comprehensive covering almost all economic
spheres.31

Violence and Atrocities
Violence is a common response to attempts by
Dalits to bring about changes to the traditional,
segregated, exploitative relationship they have
with their higher caste neighbours. In fact, the
imbalance in population size, relations with
officials, capital and savings, and the caste
Figure 3: Dalit man (striped shirt) forced to abandon
difference are enough of a ‘threat of violence’ that
use of his new kattamuram due to debt bondage to
violence is most often avoided by Dalits accepting
Fernandos. Singithurai, Thoothukoodi, October,
the worst they are given. When these threats are
2005.
not obvious enough, the higher caste communities
do not hesitate to remind them with verbal threats
and insults. Destruction of property, particularly through arson, is a common means by which higher
castes ensure Dalits do not advance beyond their traditional limits. The rates of atrocities against Dalits
in India are shocking. Though official figures are considered to be ridiculously conservative due to
insurmountable caste barriers to registering crimes, even according to official police statistics averaged
over the last 5 years32, Dalits are the victims of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

13.1 murders per week
5.62 kidnappings or abductions per week
5 arson cases per week
10.78 beatings per day
3.32 rapes per day
27.02 atrocities per day

On average, according to the same source, a crime is committed against a Dalit every 18 minutes.
Socio-economic Boycott
Denial of services and employment is a strategy used by dominant castes to prevent Dalits from
advancement. This suppression technique is still being used today in Tamil Nadu’s coastal belt (and
many other parts of rural India). Prevented from buying food, using toilets, making telephone calls,
finding work, letting animals graze or accessing water supplies, Dalits are forced to give up claims to
Indian Institute of Dalit Studies, Dismantling Descent Based Discrimination - Report on Dalits’ Access to Rights, 2006.
Derived from National Crime Records Bureau, Crime 2005, Chapter 7, Crime Against Persons Belonging to SCs / STs (providing
information on annual figures for 2001 to 2005), accessed at:: http://ncrb.nic.in/crime2005/cii-2005/CHAP7.pdf. These and other
statistics and information are summarised in International Dalit Solidarity Network’s recent factsheet “Cast an Eye on the Dalits of
India”, available at: http://idsn.org/Documents/asia/pdf/CastAnEye.pdf
31
32
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participate in non-traditional markets or to access their own land. The NHRC report on atrocities
explained that impunity is enjoyed by the dominant castes using these boycotts to keep Dalits poor and
segregated:
Administration ignores social boycott of Scheduled Castes which leads to denial of employment and
access to basic necessities like ration shop, refusal to buy or sell any goods in the village, etc., to
pressure Scheduled Castes into submission and cause intense suffering to them, though no physical
violence may take place in the process. The attitude of District Administration in such situations usually
ranges from indifference to negligence.33

Dalit Women
However bad the situation of Dalits in general, the situation of Dalit women is worse. A recent
conference on Dalit women held in The Netherlands resulted in The Hague Declaration34 which noted
that:
The caste system declares Dalit women to be intrinsically impure and ‘untouchable’, therefore socially
excluded. In class terms, the vast majority of Dalit women are poor; many are landless daily wage
labourers who are systematically denied access to resources. As women, they are subjugated by
patriarchal structures. Due to this intersectional discrimination, Dalit women are specifically targeted for
daily, egregious acts of violence, in particular for sexual violence, including the Devadasi system of
forced and ritualised prostitution. On account of their ‘impure’ caste and poverty, Dalit women comprise
the majority of manual scavengers, that is, labourers who clean human excrement from dry toilets.
When they assert fundamental rights, Dalit women are targeted for punitive violence by dominant
castes. Due to patriarchal notions of community honour residing in women, dominant caste violence
against Dalit women functions to punish the entire Dalit community and teach Dalits a lesson of
obedience to caste norms. Moreover, Dalit women are discriminated against not only by dominant
castes on account of their caste, class and gender, but also by their own communities on account of
their gender. Dalit women have less power within the Dalit community in general.

The need for implementers to have a gender analysis applies just as much to the Dalit community as to
any other community. At the same time it must be noted that a gender analysis alone will do little to
explain the profound problems faced by Dalit women, victims of a transectionality of caste, class and
gender discrimination.
Urban Caste-based discrimination
Caste-based discrimination is often viewed as a purely rural problem. Indeed the degree of
discrimination is generally worse in rural areas, since everyone’s caste status is known and the caste
groups are generally completely segregated. However, caste discrimination is also an urban problem.
During this study, a Dalit activist from Tamil Nadu’s capital Chennai, Mr. Ekanbaram of People’s
Action Network (an NGO heavily engaged in post-tsunami recovery), cited the several important issues
in urban caste discrimination in Chennai. They included migration to the city due to poverty or
discrimination at home; over-representation of Dalits in slums (especially the ‘non-official slums’,
which do not even have electricity, roads or water and where Dalits lack official status as residents);
denial of land and property (even if a Dalit can afford to buy or rent, they would be asked questions to
determine their caste status and then denied the property); impossibility to marry non-Dalits;
discrimination in Churches; and occupational discrimination (Dalits do virtually all the manual
scavenging and cleaning work in the city, driveways and households).
Justice
Access to justice is caste-based as well. Many Dalits do not dare to register crimes against them, for fear
of further reprisals from the dominant caste, lack of confidence that police will deal with the case
properly, or even fear of being tortured by the police for daring to make an accusation against the
dominant caste. Police are frequently far more strongly influenced by the local dominant caste interests
KB Saxena, National Human Rights Commission, "Report on Prevention of Atrocities against Scheduled Castes", 2004, p. 119
Dalit Network Netherlands et. al., The Hague Declaration on the Human Rights and Dignity of Dalit Women, The Hague, 21 November
2006, available at:
http://www.justitiaetpax.nl/jep/publicaties/Hague%20Declaration%20on%20the%20Human%20Rights%20and%20Dignity%20of%20
Dalit%20Women.logos.pdf
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than by the law written in their books, and state and central police reform has not been implemented to
change this pattern of impunity for higher caste criminals. In spite of this violence and the presence of a
law specifically designed to ensure punishment of ‘atrocities’ committed against Dalits, The Hindu35
has reported from Chennai that:
Though atrocities on Dalits continue, only a few of the incidents are reported and even these cases are
pending in courts. Between 2001 and 2004, only 730 cases were reported and taken up for action. Of
this in only two cases convictions were given, says V. Karuppan, State Convenor of National Campaign
for Dalit Human Rights… “In many villages coolies walk many kilometres for jobs because of social
boycott. Such cases of discrimination must be registered under the Scheduled Caste Atrocities Act but
often the cases are never reported," [M. Ari, State Secretary] noted.

d. The Impact of the Tsunami
The tsunami was a devastating, earthquake-triggered, natural disaster which has been adequately
described elsewhere36. The tsunami hit three mainland Indian states: Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and
Kerala, as well as parts of the Union Territory of Pondicherry and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
Of these, Tamil Nadu bore the brunt of the wave, with only the part of the coast shielded by Sri Lanka
escaping devastation. India’s Ministry of Home Affairs has put the death toll at 12,405 (as of May 25,
2005). The hardest hit region was Nagapattinam, which recorded the highest number of deaths. Most of
those killed were from the coastal-dwelling caste fishermen community (known as Meenavars or, in
some Catholic areas, as Fernandos or Mukkuvars). An estimated 175 Dalits were also killed37. House
damage and loss of possessions was also greatest amongst the caste fishermen communities. Many
Dalit houses were inundated with water, so while most houses survived destruction, many possessions
were washed away, including the equipment and materials necessary for their livelihood. Caste
fishermen lost their obvious means of livelihood: boats, nets, motors, etc. Dalit losses – such as small,
unregistered log-boats (kattamurams), small quantities of nets, bicycles, containers, painting equipment
or stored shells destined for limestone production – were less visible.
As well as ruining the immediate fish stocks and changing the underwater ecology in a significant way,
the tsunami also wreaked havoc inland, filling saltpans with mud, salinating agricultural lands,
destroying livestock, ruining backwaters and canals, and contaminating drinking water supplies. In
many cases the livelihoods of the non-ocean fishing communities were interrupted for far longer than
those of the caste fishermen. The media was concerned about every day the caste fishermen had to wait
before going back to sea, but one year later, the rotting of rice crops due to salinated fields – and the
undernourishment of the Dalits reliant on this rice – went almost entirely unnoticed.

35 The Hindu, Dalits welcome appointment of Rapporteurs, 22 May 2005, accessed at:
http://www.thehindu.com/2005/05/22/stories/2005052204310400.htm
36 See, for example the World Bank’s Preliminary Needs Assessment of March 2005, which estimates for Tamil Nadu a reconstruction
bill of US$868 million.
37 The Hindu, Dalits welcome appointment of Rapporteurs, 22 May 2005, accessed at:
http://www.thehindu.com/2005/05/22/stories/2005052204310400.htm
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4. Quantitative findings
The following graph summarises the quantitative results of field visits to 31 affected Dalit settlements38.
A brief summary of each of these results is provided below.

Discrimination faced by Dalits from 31 affected communities visited

Denial of any govt relief package

9

Some form of caste based
discrimination

27

Forms of discrimination

Debt burden increase (information
requested in 6 villages only)

6

Discrimination in
compensation/rehabilitation

26

Non-provision of available, relevant, new
construction work

5

Discrimination in relief

20

Discrimination in temporary shelters (of
16)

4

Discrimination in emergency shelters
(of 26)
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Attempted relief/rehabiliation diversion
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Figure 4: Quantitative findings from field visits to affected Dalit communities, September/October 2005 & January 2006.

Denial of any government relief package: 29% of the Dalit communities reporting not having received
the government relief package that was officially available to all affected communities. This is despite
the fact that the communities were clearly greatly affected (in terms of loss of livelihoods), in serious
economic hardship and not difficult to find. Most of the communities had even written many months
previously to the government officials outlining the case for consideration for this or other packages,
with the standard government response being no response at all.
Some form of caste-based discrimination: 87% of the affected Dalit communities visited had
experienced some form of discrimination based on their caste status in the post-tsunami recovery
process.
Debt burden increase: This was only ‘discovered’ as an important factor and indicator of insufficient
relief in the last quarter of the study, so only 6 communities were asked about this issue. However all of
these communities reported marked increases – mostly to unmanageable levels – in their debt burden.
Debt is not something many want to discuss, either because of embarrassment, fear of loan sharks, fear
of losing employment, or simply a lack of comprehension of the dangers involved. The manifestations
and effects of this increase – which are quite extreme – are discussed later in this paper.
Discrimination in compensation/rehabilitation: 84% of the communities were discriminated against
in the provision of compensation and/or rehabilitation. Many of these were not given assistance
because they were not registered as fishermen, which is in turn because of their caste status, and the
refusal of caste fishermen to include Dalits in their associations. Non-fishing occupations have not been
38

A full list of districts visited and other information about the procedure is available in the Commissioning and Procedure section.
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given appropriate consideration in terms of compensation. Many Dalits have missed out on assistance,
even though the tsunami took away their livelihoods for periods of between 4 and 12 months.
Non-provision of available, relevant, new construction work: Construction work on permanent
housing has been a double blow to Dalits. Not only have they missed out on the new houses being
provided because of their caste status, they have also been denied the new work available in this
industry. A significant number of coastal Dalits are construction workers or ‘coolies’, many of whom
have lost the work they had before the tsunami, or whose work is in any case intermittent, with jobless
periods being filled by fishing related work. These people should have been first in line to receive work
in the post-tsunami reconstruction, while their livelihoods were being restored, but they have been
completely locked out of this work, as contractors from other states have brought in their own workers.
The NGOs and government bodies who have hired these contractors have failed to ensure that
unemployed tsunami victims were given every chance possible to fill the positions they were capable of
filling.
Discrimination in relief: At least 65% of the Dalit communities experienced discrimination in relief, in
the form of, for example, lesser quantity and quality of relief materials provided. The relief materials
were not supplied on the basis of need, but more often on the basis of caste, with Dalits being the last to
receive assistance.
Discrimination in temporary shelters: Dalits have faced discrimination by caste fishermen where they
have had to share the same temporary shelter, either in the form of verbal abuse or diversion of relief.
Where they have not shared a shelter there is some evidence that the Dalit shelters have received less
assistance than others. Most of the Dalit groups did not use constructed temporary shelters. When the
shelters were used and shared, there was discrimination and segregation in the vast majority of cases. It
must also be noted that the general quality of temporary shelters was grossly inadequate for the amount
of time the victims had to spend in them, thus the discrimination against Dalits compounded an already
unacceptable situation faced by all victims.
Discrimination in emergency shelters: when the tsunami hit, all coastal communities fled. Fear and
confusion reigned, as everyone asked themselves if there was more to come. While there are some
examples of Dalits and non-Dalits uniting and sharing shelter and food in the face of the disaster, there
are unfortunately many examples of caste Hindus refusing to share shelter with Dalits, of Dalits being
denied food or supplies, of Dalits being abused by caste fishermen or Church leaders, and very
commonly of Dalits being given the leftovers after all others were satisfied. These experiences have
shown up mostly in the cases where Dalit and non-Dalit communities were together in one place,
which is why the figure appears low as a percentage. However, it is unfortunately true that a very small
minority of Dalits experienced anything like equality in this emergency environment.
Attempted relief/rehabilitation diversion: this is a common feature of the experience of the majority
(52%) of the communities visited. The materials were prevented from reaching Dalits by caste
fishermen who either denied the existence of the Dalit communities, or stated that they were not
victims. The risk of upsetting major partners in the form of caste fishermen communities would have
been sufficient for many of the relief providers to simply heed this ‘advice’. However, there are other
cases where NGOs actually reached Dalit communities with assistance, but pulled back their help after
caste fishermen threatened to refuse their aid if they continued to help Dalits. A minority of NGOs
reached the Dalits by going through a different route, even after being threatened to not do so.
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5. Discrimination in the emergency phase
Untouchability in public places has decreased to a certain extent, but if a Dalit enters the home of a
caste person – and even more importantly the food preparation area or shrine – the home is considered
to have been ‘polluted’. Dalit communities are segregated from the dominant caste, living either in
separate hamlets are at the extreme edge of villages, often with separate access roads, meaning that the
homes of higher castes are never touched by the untouchables. In the post-tsunami panic, virtually all
coastal people fled and searched for shelter in temples, marriage halls, schools or other public buildings
where they stayed for several days or weeks, until they felt it was safe to return. Though there were
some shelters where the various castes mixed and shared equally, in many of the shelters Dalits were
discriminated against. This discrimination against Dalits took several different forms:

Case Study 1:

Rice thrown in the sea rather than given to Dalit victims
Kokkilamedu village, Edaiyur panchayat, Kancheepuram

When the tsunami hit the Dalit community fled to a nearby marriage hall. The caste fishermen refused
to accept food served by Dalits and requested a separate hall to shelter in to avoid contact with them.
The tsunami caused damage to the agricultural land, cows and goats were killed, 6 kattamurams were
lost, and there was some damage to houses when the water came in. The backwater is not suitable for
fishing now – there is too much mud, thorns and clay. They can’t do the blind fishing there any more.
Some 27 men lost their fishing labouring work, and 15 women couldn’t do blind fishing any more and
the agricultural work had stopped because of salination. They could only find on average 2 days work
per week, and have had to take out loans to survive. ‘Finance people’ come to the village, give cash
loans and get up to 10% interest per month (’tandel’), collected weekly. These types of debts have
increased a lot since the tsunami, and are now at an unmanageable level of repayment.
Despite their lost livelihoods, Dalits missed out on many relief measures. They didn’t receive rice,
despite the excess given to (and thrown away by) the caste fishermen. They didn’t get school uniforms
like the children of the caste fishermen, and had to pay school fees despite the government order to
suspend fees for all affected children. Only seventy Dalit families were given the Rs3,000 package by
the government, which the Dalit Village Development Committee collected and divided evenly among
all 120 Dalit families.

 Denial of access to/refusal to share emergency shelter: Caste fishermen often refused to share
shelter with Dalits, or put them in a separate part of the shelter, where they could not get easy access to
supplies and facilities. Dalits faced verbal and physical abuse for seeking shelter and food. Having seen
this, the Government itself took a decision to divide relief camps along caste lines. The Indian Express
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reported on January 8 200539 that the government had given orders to separate the Dalits from
Meenavars, and that the Dalits were being forced out of the emergency shelters prematurely.
 Denial of food: Distribution of food and supplies was to non-Dalits first, with Dalits receiving
leftover, unwanted or spoiled items. Emergency relief suppliers, faced with a confusing situation, took
the easy (and unethical) decision to give supplies to the dominant caste fishermen as a priority; when
the higher caste needs were filled, Dalits were given the leftovers. Government officials were seen
supervising the distribution of different supplies of rice to different caste groups, with Dalits receiving
the rotten rice.
 Denial of access to water or toilet facilities: In shared camps, caste fishermen managed to prevent
Dalits from using emergency water and toilet facilities.
 Corpse removal: Dalits were forced to remove the corpses, with others refusing to do so. The
conditions of their employment were appalling, as described below.

Case Study 2:

“If it were not for one sensitive NGO we would be dead”
Periya Manikaperku Dalit Colony, Tarangambadi

This village is not economically related to the adjacent fishermen, relying almost entirely on coolie
work in the rice fields. After returning from the emergency shelter, they found that the rice was rotten,
but that they could not get any help. The entrance to their village was blocked with debris, which they
had to clear. The fishermen, who were the focus of the relief efforts, told the agencies that there was
no Dalit village, or that there was no road. Riding in the aid trucks beside the providers, they made
sure the trucks did not go to the Dalit area. The Dalit community, however, try to avoid conflict with the
fishermen because “we are 46 Dalit coolie families. They have 1,000 families and plenty of money – if
it came to a fight, we know we would lose.” The Dalits resorted to bringing rotten rice plants with them
to the road to tell the NGOs and government that they had lost their food, their work and their
livelihood and had no way of surviving. They managed to get a few left-over biscuits, which they
shared amongst themselves. They sold what gold they had to survive and to send their children to
school. Materials were only able to reach them by going through a different route. Only one or two
agencies made the effort to get help to them. “If there is blood flowing through our veins today,” a
community member said, “it is because of one NGO. If it were left to the government or other NGOs,
we would be dead.”

The Indian Express’ investigation into caste discrimination in the emergency phase published on
January 7 200540 found numerous forms of exclusion and untouchability practiced in Nagapattinam
alone, including denying Dalits entry into camps, physically excluding Dalits from queues for relief
39 Ravjeev, PI, Even Govt divides survivors on caste, says it’s practical (sub-headed Nagapattinam: Powerful Meenavars have own camps, not the
time for social amity experiment, says official), January 8 2005, accessed at:
http://www.indianexpress.com/full_story.php?content_id=62317
40 Sreenivas, Janyala, Tsunami can’t wash this away: hatred for Dalits (sub-headed In Ground Zero, Dalits thrown out of relief camps, cut out of
food, water supplies, toilets, NGOs say they will start separate facilities), Indian Express, January 7 2005, accessed at:
http://ww.indianexpress.com/full_story.php?content_id=62212
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goods, preventing Dalits from using water (even from sources provided by UNICEF) and stopping
Dalits from using communal toilet areas.
Fr. Jesumarian, a Dalit priest who heads the Dr. Ambedkar Centenary Movement for Dalit land rights,
was in the field within two hours of the tsunami striking. He is critical of the almost universal lack of
effort on the part of NGOs, INGOs, government officials and even Church leaders to reach the Dalit
victims. He also saw first-hand how the caste fishermen community discriminated against and
segregated Dalits in the emergency phase:
After giving out food to 10,000 people camping together in Chengalpat – 2,000 of whom were Dalits,
the rest caste fishermen – I returned on the second day to distribute oil but found there were now two
camps: the higher caste people in a clubhouse, and the Dalits in a separate camp. I noticed that some
caste fisherwomen were already going back to the village in spite of the fear of a second tsunami. When
I asked them why they were going back they replied, “Better to die here than to live with Pariahs
[derogatory name for Dalits] in the camp.”

While commentators were praising the way in which the disaster had wiped away distinctions of class,
ethnicity, religion and caste, as all pitched in to help the victims, the opposite was the case on the
ground. Survivors from dominant caste groups, NGOs, government and private philanthropists were
ensuring that the higher castes were helped and the Dalits shunned. This is from a report of 17 January
2005 by the Environment Support Group41:
In the first two days after the disaster, most affected communities had very little support. They were by
and large on their own. Survivors are also painfully realising that the terrible waves did not wipe away
social schisms that prevail in Indian society. While there is plenty of evidence of people’s generosity, it
is also a stark reality that relief was extended along caste lines. Dalit communities are still the worst
affected, with relief reaching them late and not comprehensively. In fact, retrieving fast decomposing
dead bodies was a task thrust on sanitary workers who were brought in from other cities, reinforcing
caste distinctions, as these workers are from the lowest of low castes. They were not informed what
they were to do. They were brought in and told to do what even the highly resilient Indian Army was
unwilling to. And this without any protective gear whatsoever.

The treatment of the ‘sanitary workers’ will be discussed further in this section. Media reports and this
study are backed up by the case studies of the Fritz Institute42:
Our case studies also revealed systematic exclusion because of
local politics, caste, village hierarchy and social norms. The
most vulnerable were made even more so: handicapped people,
widowed women and the lowest social strata in the villages
reported being kept out of the distribution process, or not being
able to reach the sites where aid was distributed.

a. NGOs
NGOs normally distributed materials via the caste panchayat
or Catholic parish leaders, or gave out materials to general
groups gathered at the emergency shelters. With relative
Figure 5: Vaira Maligai temporary shelter,
numerical, physical and social strength on their side, the caste
with a vast majority of inhabitants Dalits
fishermen were able to prevent Dalits from receiving
and Adivasi. The roofing has warped and
the mud washed away from the thatch so
materials, or at least ensure Dalits got last choice. NGOs did
that the rain pours straight in and floods the
not make allowances for this kind of domination. In one case
shelters. September 2005
where an NGO gave materials to an elderly Dalit woman
(photo in Case Study 1) who was directly hit by the tsunami, she explained the persistence of the
dominant caste in preventing any Dalit from receiving help:
I went to the place where an NGO was giving out kitchen utensils and other relief supplies. As I had
been swept away by the tsunami when it reached the backwaters and had lost everything in my house,
I felt it was my right to receive those things too. However, after I received it, the Meenavars took it
from me. The NGO people saw this, and replaced what was taken from me, but as soon as they were
out of sight, the Meenavars came and took it from me again.
41 Environment Support Group, [ESG2] 4. Tsunami and after: An ESG perspective, 17 January 2005, accessed at:
http://tsunamiindia.org/tsunamiG1/servlet/ViewPosting?di_p=914&urlid=g1
42 Anisya Thomas, Fritz Institute, Linking preparedness and performance: the tsunami experience, in Humanitarian Exchange No 32,
December 2005, Overseas Development Institute, p 7, accessed at : http://www.odihpn.org/documents/humanitarianexchange032.pdf
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Very few Dalits are brave enough to go into a caste-fishermen area, so few NGOs would have seen this
directly. NGOs who managed to reach Dalit areas however, were confronted by caste fishermen telling
them that Dalits were not the real victims. This woman no doubt thought that her age and her neardeath experience would be respected, but she was wrong – all that mattered was her caste. It wasn’t
until an NGO began to work systematically with the Dalit community that their recovery process
began, long after the caste fishermen were being supported.
NGOs – Church-based and non-Church-based, local and international – delivered emergency relief
directly to the dominant caste group sheltering at Churches, marriage halls, schools and temples. They
did not generally make any attempt to ensure that the ‘outcaste’ people, who had either been denied
this shelter completely or were kept in a far corner, received emergency assistance. If they had had a
standing analysis of caste discrimination mechanisms they would have proactively ensured that Dalits
received assistance. Sadly, even those NGOs with a long history of good work in India did not take
such an approach. As a result, Dalits were denied toilets, water, food and shelter in the emergency
phase.
Both international and national NGOs were largely reluctant to criticise the government, as their work
relied largely on the approval of the state. (The Tsunami Relief and Rehabilitation Coordination Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry43 (TRRC) is a notable exception to this trend.) The benefits of
cooperation between government and NGOs should not be overstated – in Nagapattinam the NGO
coordination body had such a privileged relationship with the District Collector that it was praising the
work of the government rather than criticising the appalling conditions in the temporary relief camps
the survivors were still living in 9 months after the tsunami struck, as evidenced by the visit to the Dalitdominated shelter at Vaira Maligai, Cokanadar Kovil St (pictured). The coordination was also
unwilling to admit the blatant existence of caste-based discrimination, lest it undermine its privileged
access to government officials.

b. Government
The Prime Minister of India reported with pride that a plane was airborne within one hour of the news
of the tsunami. This may be true in
the air, but NGOs and individuals
on the ground in the hardest hit
areas report that the government
was not present there in any
significant way for the first few
days, as no Disaster Relief Centre
existed for Tamil Nadu. When the
Tamil Nadu government did finally
start reaching the tsunami victims
on the ground, it took an initial,
unwritten decision to distribute and
to encourage the distribution of
emergency assistance only to the
caste fishermen. If materials were
Figure 6: Under the supervision of Government officials, the rice on the left
was given to members of higher castes; the rice on the right, which is rotten, left-over, only then were Dalits to
be assisted. Evidence for this comes
was given to affected Dalits.
from eyewitness reports. Mr.
Karuppan of the National Campaign for Dalit Human Rights, Chennai described the discrimination:
After the tsunami, Dalits were kept in separate relief camps and provisions were not shared with them.
In Tranquebar, Nagapattinam and other places, Dalits were even beaten for trying to share the
provisions. Aid was diverted from Dalit areas – even the aid meant for children. Authorities were also
afraid of the fishermen and did not make an effort to ensure aid reached Dalits. Government officials

43

See a report by Gal Frenkel on the work of TRRC at http://ww.hurights.or.jp/asia-pacific/039/02.htm
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who refused to help Dalits used the excuse: “we don’t have a government order to help Dalits”. The
post-tsunami discrimination was absolute.44

The government maintains it did not discriminate, but the facts clearly show they took a priority for the
dominant caste fishermen, as seen by the different qualities of rice given to different castes (see figure
6). It is astounding that government officials in a country with a track record of Dalits being
discriminated against in disaster relief did not take steps to ensure Dalit victims were getting help, but
instead took the opposite approach, encouraging providers to give first to the caste fishermen,
regardless of individual needs.
The Government also showed caste bias in its handling of the clean-up operations, which relied on
Dalit ‘Safai Karamcharis’ (also known as ‘manual scavengers’ or ‘Municipal workers’), who were
treated in an inhumane manner while being ordered to do the most revolting work: removal of rotting

Case Study 3:

The Story of the Safai Karamcharis

450 Dalits Municipal Workers were brought from this particular ‘manual scavenger’ to Nagapattinam, Nagore,
th
st
Vellankani, Tarangambadi, Sirkali and Nellikuppam from 27 December to 31 evening. These people are known
as Safai Karamcharis, and are the Dalits who have traditionally done the work of clearing drains, bodies, faeces
and other manual, dirty occupations. As government employees, their normal work is cleaning drains, sweeping or
spraying mosquito repellent. Safai Karamcharis were also brought from other municipalities in their hundreds.
They were woken early in the morning by their supervisors and told to come immediately to do post-tsunami cleanup work for one or two days, and that all their needs would be taken care of by the administration. They found a
very bad situation, and immediately engaged in shifting debris, animal carcasses and taking human bodies to
ambulances or directly to mass graves. ‘We did the dirty work’, they said ‘and we didn’t even have enough money
to buy a cup of tea.’
They were ready and willing to do the work out of compassion for the dignity and health of the victims and their
families, but their own dignity and health was sacrificed needlessly in the process because the managers did next
to nothing to provide them with even the most basic facilities. They had nowhere to bathe, no soap or water or
disinfectant, nowhere to sleep and had 2 uniforms for 5 days’ grisly work. They worked 12 hours a day removing
decomposing bodies without proper equipment or any nourishment, and then had to beg for food from the relief
nd
rd
centres set up for the tsunami victims to eat. They received vaccinations on the 2 or 3 day. They were only given
gloves and masks after the first 4 days, despite the fact that all other volunteers, health workers and government
staff were provided with these from the beginning.
Caste fishermen often threatened them, pounding on the vehicles with sticks to force them to clean and remove the
bodies. Safai Karamcharis were supposed to do this because they are Dalits. Removal of bodies is not their job as
municipal workers, just as it is not the job of caste fishermen, but because they are untouchables they are the ones
supposed to do the untouchable work.
After 5 days work like this they received just Rs125 [US$2.80], working around 12 hours a day, sleeping 7 hours a
night. 10 days later, they received a grand sum of Rs188 in compensation. After a month – with the treatment of the
scavengers a public scandal – they finally received a decent Rs2500 in compensation. They weren’t able to eat
properly after they returned; they were not given any counselling. Nobody thanked them, but their incompetent
supervisors received Certificates of Appreciation for their ‘heroic work’ in the tsunami.

Personal interview, Mr. V. Karuppan, State Convener, Tamil Nadu, NCDHR, January 2006. This is the same statement used by police
who stood by as Muslims were mass murdered in the Gujarat riots of 2002 (see Human Rights Watch report “We Have No Orders to Save
You”, available at: http://hrw.org/reports/2002/india/gujarat.pdf). This demonstrates that the government officials merely have to do
nothing for human rights violations to take place, as per the ‘discrimination by default’ theory. This has been recognised in terms of the
violations of Dalit human rights in the Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, which seeks harsh punishment for
government officials who neglect their duty to prevent discrimination and violence perpetrated against Dalits.
44
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corpses. On behalf of the Municipal Workers’ association Safai Karamchari Andolan (SKA), Deepthi
Kumar undertook an early investigation into the treatment of this community in the process of corpse
removal, and reported, already on 2 January 2005, a whole series of human rights violations including
casteism, untouchability practices (non-Dalits would not eat with them and they were only served their
meal after the non-Dalits had finished eating) and discrimination in the provision of safety measures
and other working conditions. “It is important to note,” wrote Ms. Kumar, “that the official regular
work of the sanitary workers does not include disposal of carcasses and dead bodies.” Rather, body
removal was the work the caste system assigned for their ancestors thousands of years ago. That is the
only reason they were brought to do the work. Regarding the work conditions, Ms. Kumar explained:
When the military personnel, public volunteers and the police were provided with all safety measures
the Safai Karamcharis [Dalit municipal workers] were not provided with gloves, masks and boots – the
basic safety measures for this most unclean work. All did similar work but only the sanitary workers
were not provided with these safety measures. All the municipal workers engaged in other work such as
health work and handing out of relief aid had been provided with gloves and masks. This only shows up
the insensitivity of the authorities in treating them as subhuman. They were taken for granted because
they belonged to communities that have been traditionally forced into such occupations.

NCDHR’s Chennai representative Mr. Karuppan backed up this report, adding that the Dalit
municipal workers were made to sleep in the bus stands after their long and revolting days’ work. These
findings were confirmed in a direct interview with Dalit municipal workers engaged by one of the
Municipal Corporation in the removal of bodies (see Case Study 3). The workers did not want to be
identified out of fear of reprisals by their managers.
The Tamil Nadu government provided the Municipal Corporations with vast sums of money towards
these operations45:
Rs. 1.03 crore [US$231,195] for the expenditure incurred by the Municipal Administration Department
towards the supply of men and materials, ie., utensils, disinfectants, fuels, hire charges for vehicles,
etc, in the badly affected coastal towns.

It is uncertain who exactly received these funds disbursed to the Municipal Corporations. The
interviewed Municipal workers reported receiving Rs125 for their 5 days’ hard labour (US$0.56 per
day). This was their normal wage, so should not come under this extra subvention to the Department.
The Rs188 payment, applied across 4,799 sanitary workers, this makes a total of Rs902,212
(US$20,210), or 8.8% of the amount provided to the Municipal Corporations for this work by the State
government. Since the workers were packed into trucks for transport and provided with far less than the
bare minimum of protective gear, were not provided with bedding or clothing, and had to get their food
from tsunami relief providers, questions must be raised about how the other 94.2% of the funds were
used.
The caste-based maltreatment of those doing the dirtiest work in the post-tsunami clean-up operations
quickly became an international scandal. Reuters reported on January 346:
They are the "untouchables", the lowest of the low in India's ancient caste system. No job is too dirty or
too nasty, and they are the ones cleaning up the rotting corpses from last week's killer tsunami. Most of
the 1,000 or so men sweating away in the tropical heat to clear the poor south Indian fishing town of
Nagapattinam, which bore the brunt of the giant wave, are lower caste Dalits from neighbouring
villages. Locals too afraid of disease and too sickened by the smell refuse to join the grim task of
digging friends and neighbours out of the sand and debris. They just stand and watch the Dalits work.

After the scandal over the treatment of Dalit Municipal Workers erupted, the State government later
provided a separate ‘ex-gratia’ amount for compensation, amounting to Rs2500 for the 4799 sanitary
workers “in recognition of their efforts.” This is a welcome measure, but should have been an
immediate measure, not one that the government had to be shamed into providing. The payment
should be accompanied with other rehabilitative measures, such as mental and physical health support.
A serious investigation into the incompetence and negligence of the Municipal authorities should also

Source: Government of India, accessed at: http://www.tn.gov.in/tsunami/tsunami-relief.htm
Reuters, India's 'untouchables' gather tsunami dead, 3 Jan 2005, accessed at:
http://www.abc.net.au/news/newsitems/200501/s1275705.htm
45
46
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be undertaken, as their inaction to protect Dalits puts lives at risk in the fight to salvage the dead. The
fact that such an investigation has not thus far taken place is not acceptable.
Ironically, the deployment of these scavengers gave the government a good reputation with the public,
as it was seen to be taking care of something non-Dalits Indians seem to exceptionally consider too
polluting (relatives and ordinary citizens were directly involved in the corpse removal in other affected
countries). Indeed, the Fritz Institute47 noted a stark difference in the recollections of affected families
from other countries of the role of service providers in the first 48 hours after the Tsunami. In Sri
Lanka, survivors recalled that 60% of burials were conducted by ‘private individuals’, with just 11%
conducted by the Government. In Indonesia, the figures were 88% and 2% respectively. In India, just
3% of burials were seen to be conducted by private individuals, with 40% conducted by ‘the
Government’ (i.e. the Dalit manual scavengers). An astounding 25% of Indian respondents stated they
were ‘not aware’ how the bodies were removed (compared to 4% of Sri Lankans and 0% of
Indonesians), indicating that they simply did not notice the work of Dalits.
The Indian Army was heavily criticised for refusing to conduct this work itself, despite the generally
positive role it played in other aspects of the emergency phase. Critics asked the question ‘if the soldiers
can take care of the dead during wartime, why could they not do so after the tsunami?’ The obvious
answer seems to be that this time they had access to Dalits to do it for them.

Study conducted by TNS India for the Fritz Institute, entitled Recipient Perceptions of Aid Effectiveness: Rescue, Relief and Rehabilitation in
Tsunami Affected Indoneisa, India and Sri Lanka., September 2005, available at:
http://www.fritzinstitute.org/PDFs/findings/NineMonthReport.pdf
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6. Discrimination in the Relief Phase
Relief materials were actively diverted from affected Dalits in numerous cases. In other cases, providers
passively bypassed affected Dalits in their rush to reach the caste fishermen. In almost all cases, the
little that reached Dalits came late, was of poor quality and insufficient in quantity to enable them to
survive in good health and dignity. The general policy of all providers was to help the caste fishermen

Case Study 4:

Using the Tsunami to evict entire Dalit community
Raja Nagar, Pudupattinam, Kancheepuram, Chengalpat

In the emergency shelters, Dalits were only given food provided by NGOs after the caste people had
finished theirs. When they returned to their village – where they had lost almost all their possessions as
the waters entered their huts – they were not able to get relief supplies being doled out. The caste
fishermen placed kattamuram logs across the road going to the Dalit area, and when one ambitious lorry
went past this road block, the caste fishermen chased it, beat the driver and sent the lorry away. One
member of the Dalit community, Sundar, went to the road with a list of affected Dalits to draw attention to
those missing out on relief. He was also beaten up by the fishermen.
Since the relief and rehabilitation started flowing into the caste fishermen community, they have used the
support to try to drive Dalits completely out of the village. They use the Dalit burial ground to store
building materials (pictured), they build their new homes right across the only entrance to the Dalit area,
they tease and humiliate the Dalit schoolchildren, they harass the Dalit women when they bathe, and
they have stopped the Dalit men doing even the backwater fishing they used to do before the tsunami.
They tell the Dalits “just wait until our houses are built – we have a lot of lakhs now as well as weapons
and we will make you leave.” Government officials and NGOs have largely supported the caste
fishermen, the former denying that the community exists or was affected; the latter choosing to appease
the caste fishermen by not giving any help to the Dalits. The Dalits know that with the relative strength in
numbers they have combined with the large amount of rehabilitation funds they are receiving, the caste
fishermen have forced them to leave their homes. They can no longer tolerate the situation and are
waiting for someone to help them move.

first and foremost because the community was, physically speaking, the hardest hit. However the
assumption that the ‘hardest hit’ were also ‘suffering the most’ is in many cases false. The caste
fishermen had much more to begin with in the form of assets, savings and, importantly, social capital in
terms of strong organisations and caste superiority. This social capital enabled them to fill, and in many
cases greatly surpass, their requirements. It also gave them the relative strength necessary to prevent
Dalits from receiving relief support, thus advancing even further their relative strength for the longer
term.
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The relief camps, whose establishment was controlled by the government, were entirely inadequate for
the amount of time it took to find land for permanent accommodation. Dalits were indeed segregated
from caste fishermen, either in their own separate shelter, or in a separate section of a mixed shelter.
While the general standard was poor, it can be seen that the camps where Dalits stayed were given less
priority than others. The story of Kannigi Nagar (see Case Study 5) is a prime example, but other
examples are provided by the lesser treatment of the Dalit community in the Nagapattinam temporary
shelters ‘Sivankoil’ and ‘Vaira Maligai’ and by the fact that the Dalit section in the appalling
‘Pandagasalai’ camp was placed alongside the open sewerage/wastewater drain (see photo). In
Sivankoil temporary shelter (see Case Study 6), the Dalit community saw a clear difference in treatment
compared to shelters occupied by caste fishermen:
Our camp still does not have lighting or fans, as other
camps do. Other camps have already been promised
certain sites for permanent shelters, but we have not
been consulted at all. Relief is speedily delivered to other
camps, but not here. We are always the last to receive
anything, if we receive it at all.

Asia Media Forum’s report 6 months after the tsunami48
specifically noted the caste-based difference in the
provision of temporary shelters:
In some villages in Nagapattinam, Dalits have been given
temporary shelters. But even then, discrimination is
evident from the location and the quality of material
provided them.
For instance, the Dalits’ temporary
shelters are near graveyards or garbage dumps without
proper sanitation or lighting facilities. Their 10 by 15
square-feet shelter, for a family of six to 10 members,
are made of poor-quality cardboard sheets. Already,
plastic roof covers have been blown away in the rain and
heavy wind. The asbestos sheet cover makes the
shanties unbearably hot during summer, so that many
have simply left and gone elsewhere. Indeed, every
single house, row after row, at Perumalpettai village in
Tharangampady is locked. In contrast, the temporary
structures built for the fishermen are not only stronger
but have a regular supply of water and electricity. They
have community centres with television sets.

An INGO engaged in the post-tsunami relief explained:
Figure 7: Sewerage runs past the Dalit section of
Pandagasalai temporary shelter, Nagapattinam,
September 2005

The losses of Dalits were not even on the agenda for
government discussions on the problem. Meanwhile
temporary shelters were being constructed, and the
shelters given to Dalits were generally of a poorer
standard than those given to non-Dalits.

The unfair manner in which relief supplies were distributed and the ambition of caste fishermen to
prevent Dalits receiving food was made apparent in the way excess food was used. In Kokkilamedu
village (see Case Study 1), the Dalit community explained:
The fishermen got all of the rice distributed – so much they couldn’t eat it all. We had nothing, but
rather than give it to us, the Meenavars threw forty-five 50kg packages of rice into the sea.

In Raja Nagar, Chengalpat (see Case Study 4), where the caste fishermen went to the extent of beating
up lorry drivers that took supplies to the Dalit colony, the community reported:
The Meenavars received a lot of food – more than they could use. Rather than give any to us, they
stored it in a pit.

The reaction of government officials to this injustice in Raja Nagar was to ensure that the Dalit
community received nothing:
48 Soma Basu, Discrimination vs Dalits Continues, Tsunami or No Tsunami, 12 July 2005, accessed at:
http://www.asiamediaforum.org/node/209
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The Collector told us that our village does not actually exist. The Tsunami Coordinator said, “I have
many headaches, why are you giving me another one?” The Tahasildar (government official) said, “who
has died in your village that I should give you relief? Let another tsunami come and then I will see if I
can help you.” And the Revenue Inspector promised us, “wherever you make your complaint, it has to
come through me; I will see to it that you get nothing.”

Such actions can only be explained by a desire to use the tsunami relief process to solidify and advance
a dominant caste position, at the expense of affected Dalit communities. In the absence of proper
accountability and justice procedures, siding with the dominant caste becomes the easiest option for
government officials and local police.
The Government and NGOs undertook a good and largely
effective scheme to ensure children could continue their
schooling despite the upheaval caused by the tsunami,
subsidising school fees and delaying examinations. NGOs
provided packages for school children to help them continue
their studies. The Joint UN Report49 claims that its provision of
school furniture helped reduce Dalit inequality:
Furniture has had a major impact in Tamil Nadu and Andhra
Pradesh, where prior to the tsunami, rural government schools had
none. In conservative caste-based society, lower caste children are
perceived to have no right to sit on chairs. For many of these
children, their new furniture has come to symbolize that equal
opportunity is everyone’s right.

Though they may have helped Dalits in some areas, this study
showed that even these schemes often proved to be the basis for
discrimination on the basis of caste. Dalits were denied access to
UNICEF water; Dalit children were forced to pay for UNICEF
school-bags provided free of charge to others. Dalit children were
charged school fees and were denied books, shoes, bags or
Figure 8: Dalit girl from the highly
pencils. In Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Pulicat, for example, People’s affected Raja Nagar village, Chengalpat,
Watch Tamilnadu identified 68 Dalits children who were denied shamed in front of her schoolmates for
receiving school supplies and forced to
notebooks and other materials that they should have received50.
return them. October 2005.
This is a direct result of the refusal of all stakeholders to see Dalits as ‘equal victims’ in the tsunami.
Whether they admit it or not, many providers took a caste-based rather than a needs-based approach,
even regarding child victims of the tsunami. A Dyyalikupam elementary school Dalit schoolgirl
(pictured) from Raja Nagar explained her experience:
At my school, they were handing out shoes, books and other things for the tsunami victims. As our
village was hard hit, and my parents had lost their work, I too accepted the things. But the Meenavar
children got their parents to make the teachers take them back off us. I had to give back everything.
The teachers made me kneel in front of the school to humiliate me, as a punishment.

A Dalit NGO has stepped in to provide equipment for this girl and her fellow Dalit students, and is
organising after-school tuition where healthy food is also provided. One of the great success stories of
the post-tsunami recovery was the prevention of significant interruption to schooling. However, while
Dalits have returned immediately to school, the increased discrimination faced by Dalit schoolchildren
increases the likelihood of later school drop-outs amongst this community. This is compounding the
pre-existing drop-out problem amongst Dalits: it has been estimated that up to 80% of Dalit students
drop out of school51. Early drop-outs are contributing to the significant literacy gap between Dalits and
non-Dalits52. These low-cost yet vital actions to provide after-school tuition and help restore the dignity
of these children create the possibility that these Dalit tsunami victims will not contribute to Dalit
illiteracy rates after the media attention has receded.
49 Tsunami: One Year After, A Joint UN Report – India, December 2005, p 19, accessed at:
http://www.reliefweb.int/library/documents/2005/unctind-ind-20dec.pdf
50 M Louis, Study on Discrimination and Exclusion in State Relief, People’s Watch, Tamil Nadu, 2005 (unpublished)
51 Indian Institute of Dalit Studies, Dismantling Descent Based Discrimination - Report on Dalits’ Access to Rights, 2006, p 14
52 The Census of India 2001 (latest available) demonstrates a 54.80% SC literacy rate (Table C-8SC). Total literacy rate in India is 65.38%.
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An even greater problem was that entire regions in the hinterland were left out. People’s Watch
Tamilnadu’s study “The Hit and the Affected”53 uncovered 346 non-ocean fishing villages – the vast
majority Dalit – that were significantly affected by the tsunami but had not received any support.
Indian magazine Frontline54 reported on May 6 2005 that Dalit agricultural and fishing workers were
being denied relief assistance in the northern half of the Tamil Nadu coast:
"Even the basic relief has not reached a large number of agricultural workers," said K. Balakrishnan…
Dalits constitute the majority of the affected agricultural workers… In addition, Dalits who do odd jobs
for fisherfolk but do not own property have also been affected badly. But their sufferings are lost sight
of, mostly because of the deep-rooted caste prejudices of the dominant fishermen community,
according to I. Elangovan, a Vellore-based English professor, who is the president of the Dr. Ambedkar
Centre in Chennai. At several places their names had not been included in the list of tsunami victims
needing relief materials, he said… In many places, Elangovan said, relief teams were prevented from
visiting Dalit villages by sections of the fishing community. He said that the saddest part was that even
medical assistance could not reach the affected Dalits in a few places because of the hostility shown by
the principal community. If the government had arranged for proper enumeration, distribution of relief
materials could have been ensured, he said.

The same report described how the caste-based membership of Cooperative Societies had led to Dalit
exclusion in Chennai harbour:
B. Karunanidhi, general secretary of the Tamil Nadu Fishworkers Federation, said that Dalits who
accounted for about 25 per cent of the two lakh [20,000] fishing workers at the Chennai fishing harbour
could not get tsunami-related assistance. The reason, he said, was that they had not been taken as
members of the Fishermen's Cooperative Society, through which relief was generally routed.

Thus, alongside the ubiquitous images of distraught caste fishermen being given relief packages, one
must hold the unseen pictures of Dalits who had lost their very ability to survive, being abused for
asking help and being denied assistance on the basis of their caste. The various INGOs and government
bodies were falling over each other to be the one to give help to the same caste fishermen communities
and associations; meanwhile, hundreds of Dalit villages devastated by livelihood loss and thousands of
Dalit fishermen were neglected because they weren’t on the lists drawn up by the caste fishermen. It’s
not the wastage and the inefficiency of multiple donations (which resulted in the formation of
numerous co-ordination bodies) that should be of the greatest concern; the discrimination in
distribution of materials – the fact that the dominant caste got more than they could use while the
untouchable, exploited caste got nothing – which is the truly obscene aspect of the tsunami recovery
process. It should be a wake-up call for all involved.

a. NGOs
NGOs failed to look deeply at the situation when they first arrived, no doubt commencing their work
with the preconceived notion that the fishermen communities they approached were the only ones
affected. An important factor here is that in India even the word ‘fishermen’ does not mean the same
thing it means in other countries. One would assume that ‘fishermen’ were those whose occupation was
fishing, but in India ‘fishermen’ means the people whose caste makes them ‘traditional’ fishermen. The
Dalits whose occupation is fishing are not counted – neither officially nor socially – as ‘fishermen’ in
India, meaning that even when fishing was wiped out as an occupation, Dalit fishermen were not
considered to have been affected. “Dalits cannot be ocean fishermen” was a mantra repeated by most
stakeholders, showing that they blindly (and mistakenly) accepted the occupational separation created
by the caste system. In fact Dalits were simply not considered at all. In the words of one high-level
Indian civil servant55:
In India, the term ‘general public’ does not include the Scheduled Castes – they are a separate group.
Thus, one cannot approach a tragedy from a general perspective, because it won’t reach the SC
community. In India, being neutral is the equivalent of perpetuating the status quo, which is
discriminatory bias against SCs. To reach Dalits, funding agencies need to have a defined purpose plus
People’s Watch Tamil Nadu, The Hit and the Affected, 2005
Viswanathan, S., A Neglected Lot, Frontline, Volume 22 Issue 9, 23 April – 6 May 2005, accessed at:
http://www.flonnet.com/fl2209/stories/20050506002412400.htm
55 Name withheld, interview, January 2006.
53
54
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a defined beneficiary group. If agencies don’t go through Dalit NGOs they are not doing a bit of good for
Dalits; they are making things worse.

Case Study 5:

“If we had been Meenavar the Government would have helped us”
Kannigi Nagar, southern outskirts of Chennai

The shelter at Kannigi Nagar, which finally burnt down, was filled with 1,575 people – virtually of them
Dalits – from Didinagar, Srinivasapuram, Urukuppam, Oraqkuppam, Mulaimanagar and
Teruaniakuppam. After the destruction of the shelter, 500 found rental places in the neighbouring
apartments; the rest went to relatives or other places.
The Dalits of Kannigi Nagar feel they have been neglected by the government. Government officers say
every few days that they will come, but 3-4 months passed without any visit. They are living on charity,
and not even eating properly. 12 months after the tsunami, no step has been taken to provide them with
proper rehabilitation. The Collector and the Minister visited there earlier and promised shelters but have
not delivered.
The back of the adjacent Jain college was assigned by the government for the semi-permanent shelters,
and building had started (despite recommendations that the area be prepared properly first). However,
as predicted, the monsoon rains flooded the site and the buildings collapsed. It has now been
abandoned as a location for permanent shelters.
With so much theft – thieves simply cut holes in the tar-sheeting and took the few things they could find
– they feel the police and government have not done enough to protect them. After reporting the thefts,
police simply said “why didn’t you take more care? You should have made sure someone was always
present in the shelter” (regardless of the need to search for work and the intense heat and humidity of
the cramped shelters in the pre-monsoon season). The government knew that the place where the
temporary shelters were built was flood-prone. They had promised to prevent flooding through building
barriers, but did not do so. The December 2005 flood reached to the level of the rooves of the temporary
shelters. Soon after, fire engulfed what the flood had not quite finished off.
Their life is now on hold. They need to travel long distances and pay high bus fares to go to the city
where they may or may not find work for the day. But if they do that and the government officials finally
come, they are certain they will miss out on any chance they have to finally get a decent roof over their
heads. They feel they have taken all steps possible and tried their best to make sure the government
would respond. They feel the government is doing everything for the caste fishermen but nothing for the
Dalit victims of the tsunami. “If we had been Meenavar instead of Dalit,” they say, “the government would
have helped us properly.”

The caste fishermen prepared the beneficiary lists, and of course Dalits did not appear on those lists.
NGOs used these lists for their own beneficiary lists. The fact that NGOs did not take this into account
is an inadequate but perhaps understandable excuse. The fact that they continued to ignore this fact
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long after it had been brought to the attention of everyone with the slightest interest in the tsunami
recovery process is simply unethical.
With its strong parish structure, its experience of outreach within its own community and its natural
networking with both Church and non-Church relief and development agencies the world over, affected
Catholic parishes – which acted as the primary distribution centres for incoming aid, both from
Catholic and non-Catholic donors, in Catholic-dominated areas – were extremely well placed to

Case Study 6:

Dominant caste dominating Dalit temporary shelter
Sivankoil Nandavanam, Vellipalayam, Nagapattinam

The Dalits in this camp used to live right next to the sea, near the government warehouse. 10 of their
community died in the tsunami; everyone lost everything.
It proved difficult to gain a Dalit perspective from the residents of this temporary shelter. All visitors to
the shelter are met by a small group of caste fishermen who also reside in the shelter along with
dozens of Dalit families. The caste fishermen do not allow the Dalit residents to speak to visitors, have
organised their own separate toilet facilities in the camp and have managed to funnel most of the
funds given to the shelter into their own pockets. The only way to find out this was to meet with Dalit
residents in a separate location. A second interview conducted on the campsite had to be aborted
when the caste fishermen arrived in the camp and started shouting because they found the
researchers speaking directly to the Dalit community members.
The fishermen have never treated them equally – they are hired labour for fishermen, but cannot do
their own fishing, as it is only possible to get a license if recommended by the ‘caste panchayat’. The
fishermen’s caste panchayat would never accept a Dalit as a member, and would not tolerate them
taking their own boats (if they owned them) into the sea. Because the Dalits don’t have the fishing
card, they do not qualify for livelihood rehabilitation. They also lost handcarts used for selling
vegetables or fruit, bicycles and autorickshaws and livestock, for which they were not compensated.
One of their people, Mr. Ravindran, son of Srinivisan, aged 35, committed suicide by hanging himself
as a result of his inability to restart his work and get a home. He had made repeated requests for the
capital necessary to restart the small business he had before the tsunami, so he could start repaying
his debts, but received no response. He left a wife and 3 children behind. Others in the community feel
the same frustration. They have sent detailed petitions to the Collector and the Chief Minister for small
amounts of capital to re-start their petty businesses: items such as tools, cutting machines and
tricycles, which were of course unregistered before the tsunami. They had not received responses to
their requests, submitted 9 months before the interview.

provide social welfare to all those in need. However, the Catholic parishes in affected parts of Tamil
Nadu, which are dominated by the Parish Council or Village Committee, generally refused to allow
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non-Catholics or Dalit Catholics to access the relief that the Church had amassed. This was not just a
matter of neglect: even when non-Catholics or Dalit Catholics knocked on the Church door or stood in
the line at the parish centre they were often verbally abused and threatened with violence. Such actions
are in stark contradiction of the Social Teachings56 of the Catholic Church.
This parallels the role of ‘caste panchayats’ or fishermen’s associations in non-Catholic areas. In both
cases, Church-based and non-Church-based INGOs failed to ensure that the local distributing partners
did not discriminate on the basis of caste, even long after the scandal of caste discrimination was made
public. These INGOs failed to implement procedures to ensure their funds were not being used in a
casteist fashion. The failure to hold implementing partners (notably caste panchayats and parish
councils) accountable for the non-discriminatory distribution of relief materials is condemnable.

b. Government
Reports from those present at the time of the relief distribution point very clearly to an initial, orally
transmitted government policy to distribute relief materials only to the caste fishermen, and to exclude
Dalits from relief unless there were surplus supplies after the needs of fishermen had been fulfilled.
This contrasts greatly with the ethical approach of giving relief to those most affected first. Instead of
giving based on need, the government and through their directions the NGOs gave based on caste.
Certainly those from the fishermen caste suffered on average the greatest losses, but it is at best naïve
and at worst casteist to decide that all those from the fishermen caste were a superior quality of victim
to Dalits.
The government took this approach, in spite of its manifold policies and legislations designed to
counter caste discrimination. This fact is supported by the eyewitness reports of different qualities of
government-provided rice being given to different castes (see photo), and is backed up by the statement
of UK Undersecretary for Development Gareth Thomas57:
We have monitored the distribution of DfID aid to those affected by the December 2004 tsunami. We
did learn of some problems in India, where there was some reluctance by the authorities to allow aid to
reach certain castes.

Rohini Ghadiok, a Delhi-based civil activist who worked in the post-tsunami relief camps observed
multiple forms of caste-based discrimination, observing that in terms of violence and abuse faced by
Dalits, “caste determines one’s security in the aftermath of the catastrophe”. Ghadiok reported58 that
the government took a blatant caste bias in its delivery of relief materials:
The state machinery perpetuates caste discrimination. A day after the tsunami, when survivors started
coming in, lower level functionaries were instructed by higher officials to identify people on the basis of
caste and religion. A list was made. Since the Meenawar community dominated a particular area,
government functionaries were told to provide Meenawar survivors with the relief material.

An Indian government official explained how the discrimination functions among civil servants:
The administration jumped into the relief with a good heart, but the caste mindset is very strong: the
bureaucrats did not even consider that non-fishermen may have suffered too. Government bureaucrats
will always claim they do not discriminate and did not discriminate in the tsunami relief. There are two
kinds of discrimination within the public service: that of the antagonistic bureaucrats who practice naked
discrimination and bias; and that of the apathetic bureaucrats who fail to use any initiative to resolve
discrimination. Most bureaucrats are soaked in the neutral posture.

Indian Cardinal Telesphore Toppo affirmed in a 27 July 2006 speech, “Responding to people’s needs irrespective of caste, creed and
religion, is the essence of the Catholic social teaching.” Reported in article Integrate Social Action Into Day-To-Day Ministry, Urges Cardinal
Toppo, accessed at: http://www.cardinalrating.com/cardinal_114__article_4540.htm . For information about non-discrimination as a
tenet of Catholic Social Teaching, see also Vatican II, Church in the Modern World (1965) 29, accessed at:
http://www.shc.edu/theolibrary/resources/handbook_discrimi.htm and William J Brian, Ten Building Blocks of Catholic Social Teaching,
accessed at: http://www.americamagazine.org/articles/Byron.htm
57 Gareth Thomas, MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State in the Department for International Development, House of Commons,
Written Answer to a question from Mr. Holloway MP, 28 March 2006
58 Ghadiok, Rohini, His Relief, Her Relief, Indian Express, February 8 2005, accessed at:
http://www.indianexpress.com/full_story.php?content_id=64243
56
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The government did, however, provide an extremely important source of relief to the ‘affected’
families59, in the form of a ‘Rs3000’ relief package60. The package was distributed, in theory, to all those
affected by the tsunami. While many affected Dalits received this package, enabling them to survive
several months that would have been almost impossible otherwise, in this study alone nine affected
Dalit communities missed out on this measure, while in other communities at least part of the relief
they received was subsequently taken by members of the dominant caste (see Case Study 9). In
Srinivasapagam slum, Chennai there are many cases of higher caste landlords taking the relief package
meant for their Dalit tenants. Many higher caste landlords took the opportunity presented by the
tsunami to evict their Dalit tenants and to collect multiple aid packages.
Additionally, it seems that the Pondicherry Union Territory government (separate to the Tamil Nadu
state government) took a general policy to not give any package to Dalits (information from local
NGOs, evidenced by a visit to the mixed caste
Nonankuppam village in Ariyanguppa
Commune (pictured), where caste Hindus
doing inland fishing were given the relief
package but their neighbouring Dalit inland
fishermen were denied the package).
The ‘affected’ relief package came only after a
long delay and following protests by those who
had missed out on help because of their caste
position. The fact that the government had to
be forced and embarrassed into providing this
small degree of aid to genuine tsunami victims
shows how Dalits have to struggle in order to
receive the assistance that others could take for
Figure 9: Dalit children from the village of Nonankuppam,
Pondicherry, January 2005. Their families – who do backwater granted.
fishing for a living – were denied the government relief
package provided to the Meenavars living in same village who
are doing exactly the same work in the same place.

The decisions about victimhood and the
delivery of relief packages were often based on
extreme scepticism of the reliability of affected Dalits, with more faith being put in the word of the
dominant caste people. In one contrary example, a caste panchayat leader who was also the Village
Officer went against the trend and asserted that the Dalits were also victims, securing a Rs10,000
package for the Dalit fishermen in the area of Semmanguppam Panchayat, Sonaganchavadi, near
Cuddalore Old Town. This is evidence that assistance for Dalits was dependent on the word of the
dominant caste leaders, most of whom unfortunately exploited their position and took the opposite
stance to the Village Officer in Semmanguppam.
Inter-caste tensions have increased as a result of the uneven distribution of aid and the attempts by caste
fishermen to prevent Dalits from accessing aid. The injustice meted out to Dalits on one hand and the
significant socio-economic advancement of dominant caste fishermen in particular has created a great
deal of ill-will between neighbouring communities segregated along caste lines. According to staff of an
international NGO based in Chennai:
Any allocation of resources for Dalit villages is met with aggressive resistance from both fishing and
higher caste villages. Caste differences which were always there have now becoming simmering
conflicts which will erupt any time and the Dalit communities will become the victims. It is of critical
importance that communities and supporting organisations should be prepared for this.

59 The government differentiated between the victims directly ‘hit’ by the tsunami wave, and those whose lives were ‘affected’ by the
tsunami, though the differentiation between the two seems to have been at times quite arbitrary, or even communal. Generally
speaking, Dalits were not considered ‘hit’ unless their houses were clearly destroyed by the wave, and caste fishermen were normally
considered ‘hit’, regardless of the personal damage they suffered.
60 The package referred to in this report as the ‘Rs3,000 package’ is in fact worth Rs2,912. The government reports it distributed this
package to 176,458 recipients of whom 9,930 were Dalit – for those with ‘lost livelihood’. The bigger ‘Rs5,000 package’, worth Rs4,912
package was provided to 118,572 recipients, 11,510 of whom were Dalit – for those ‘rendered homeless’. See
http://www.tn.gov.in/tsunamiEAP/TO_tsunami_relief.pdf and http://www.tn.gov.in/tsunami/tsunami-relief.htm
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7. Discrimination in the Rehabilitation Phase
The rehabilitation process has taken far too long to implement. The government delayed NGO plans by
failing to secure adequate land in a timely manner. However, government controls have been
somewhat necessary to ensure good quality of housing. NGOs have generally done a lot of work to
ensure that the caste fishermen receive good quality housing that fits with their needs and expectations,
and community consultation has been generally considered a benchmark of success in the process.
However, with the construction of assets, the full extent of the ongoing discrimination and exclusion of
Dalits has become clear. While some NGOs gradually trickled in to reach the Dalits and provide
assistance for livelihood, the assistance was miniscule in comparison to the torrent of aid being given to

Case Study 7:

“The Fernandos made sure Tsunami set us back three decades”
Virapandiapathinam, Thoothukudi

The Dalits of Virapandiapathinam are one of a tiny number of Tamil Nadu Dalit communities to be
engaged in independent ocean fishing. To achieve this status, they have had to fight for decades
against the efforts of the neighbouring caste fishermen (the Fernandos), who wanted to maintain their
monopoly on ocean fishing vessels. They have survived their homes being burnt down, two separate
periods of socio-economic boycotts and numerous threats, but kept up the struggle to be in a position
where they had their own fleet of 40 simple log vessels (unregistered kattamurams) with which they
could do near-shore ocean fishing when ‘coolie’ work was unavailable. They live adjacent to the coast,
and when the tsunami hit, they lost all their hard-won boats and nets, along with the rest of their
possessions. The women lost their collections of shells destined for lime production, which function as
a ‘bank’ throughout the year. The Dalits went to the school premises where rice was being cooked and
distributed for tsunami victims, but were told to go away and come back later – when they came back
there was none left. So they collected some money amongst themselves and bought some oatmeal
and cooked and ate it. They had to do this for 5 days. The Catholic Church received a lot of resources
for relief purposes which was distributed to the Fernandos only, with leftovers sent to other Catholic
Fernando communities in neighbouring towns rather than being offered to the hard-hit local Dalit
fishermen. The Dalits – including Dalit Christians – got nothing from the Church. The Dalit Hindus and
Christians asserted together that “there are absolutely no religious problems here; just caste
problems.” The Department of Fisheries announced to the Dalit fishermen that they would only be
rehabilitated after the caste fishermen were assisted. However, Dalit requests for compensation for
lost kattamurams and shell banks have been rejected by the Government even during the ‘second
round’. Dalit fishermen claim that this is because the Fernandos told the Government officials that
Dalits had no boats, and the officials chose to believe the dominant caste fishermen. The Fernandos
have succeeded in using the tsunami tragedy to reassert their absolute dominance over the Dalit
fishermen, who have not been compensated for their losses, and have to re-start their struggle from
where they were decades ago.
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the caste fishermen. As a result, the pre-existing gap between the communities has widened to a gulf.
The high quality concrete houses, the community halls, the computerised, satellite-linked
communication centres, and the meeting spaces for caste panchayats in the caste fishermen villages are
a stark contrast to the collapsing mud-and-thatch huts of the neighbouring Dalits.

Case Study 8:

“How can a Hindu Dalit be helped by a Christian fisherman?”
Muthamalpuram hamlet, Thoothukudi

There are 70 Dalit families here, living in a segregated colony adjacent to many hundreds of Catholic
caste fishermen. They are all dependent on the sea for their living, working as coolies for the
‘Fernando’ boat-owners. They are forced to do this work, even when sick, and are boycotted if they
try to do other work; they feel they are the slaves of the Fernandos. Despite their applications for
fishing licences, they could not secure a fishing licence from Thoothukudi Fisheries Department.
Possession of fishing licences was arbitrarily used as proof of the need for new housing, so Dalits
have missed out. The government, who is responsible for securing the land for post-tsunami
housing, has not questioned the caste-based distribution of housing; rather they tried to buy the
Dalits’ land from them to build the homes for the Fernandos. The Dalits sensibly refused. Besides
housing, the Fernandos received a lot of relief materials, so much so that they did not return to work
for the first 6 months, robbing the Dalits of their only source of survival. The Church was the main
source of relief materials, but when Dalits approached the Church for materials they replied “How
can a Hindu Dalit be given relief by a Christian?” Even the Dalit Christians were denied assistance
by the Church in this community. The local self-help group run by an upper caste person from a
notable NGO told the Dalits “better you go and die in the sea than beg for help, because you were
not affected.” Dalits claim that the local Church, supported by NGOs and INGOs, received funds,
nets and 125 fibreglass boats on the basis of a survey of the needs of both Fernandos and Dalits.
The Dalits – included the Catholic Dalits – received none of this rehabilitation aid.
As a result of caste-based rehabilitation, the Fernanados have, in the words of the Dalits, “been high
level-ised” – they have a lot more money to lend and power than before, especially in comparison to
the Dalits. Following the tsunami, the Dalit community missed a lot of their debt repayments to the
dominant caste. The average family debt burden to the Fernandos has increased from around
Rs5,000 to Rs20,000. Before the tsunami, 7 Dalit families had given their house property papers to
the Fernandos as ‘collateral’ against a loan; now there are 20 families in this precarious situation.
There are no external controls on the payment; the Fernandos just keep the ownership papers of
Dalit property until they decide the debt is fully repaid. Interest can be up to 10% per month. As a
result of the loss of work and income in the community after the tsunami, 8 youths have migrated to
the city for work.
A Dalit-run Dalit NGO is now assisting the whole Dalit community to get back to their old jobs and to
recover. They succeeded in helping them get the basic government relief package, which the
Fernandos had persuaded the officials not to give to the Dalit fishermen. The Dalit NGO has
provided them with financial and political support to venture into new enterprises such as tailoring,
basket-making and running tea shops. The NGO assistance has helped them not only practically but
has also given them the support and confidence to go into occupations they could not previously
have considered.
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The caste-biased manner of constructing houses has had several ill-effects on Dalits:
1. The low socio-economic status of Dalits is set to drop further as the dominant caste’s position
increases. They were mostly not considered as possible recipients of housing, because they are
mainly the “affected” and not the “hit”. Of course, those whose houses were destroyed in the

Case Study 9:

“They consider us their slaves. We are like the chappal under their foot”
Singithurai, Kayalpattinam, Thoothukudi

This is an impoverished community of 24 Dalit Christian families living on the seaward fringe of a coastal
‘Fernando’ fishermen community, so they were hit hard by the tsunami. They have been there for 31
years, and managed to get 6 kattamurams, which they use to catch prawns. The others go fishing as
coolies in the vallams (small boats, larger than kattamurams) owned by the Fernandos, or they manually
collect ornamental shells undersea.
When the tsunami hit, their 6 kattamurams were damaged and their work stopped. Despite this they did
not get the initial government relief. A Dalit NGO gave the community 10 kattamurams in replacement of
the 6 they had lost in the tsunami. The Dalits restarted fishing, using their own boats (two families
sharing each boat). However, the Fernandos told them they had to pay back the debts they had accrued
to the Fernandos immediately. These debts had built up because the Dalits needed to borrow a small
amount every time there was not a big enough catch of fish, in order to eat. Each family owes between
Rs12,000 and Rs30,000. The Fernandos objected to the Dalits setting up their own sangam (self-help
group) to collect savings and use it to escape their dependence on the Fernandos. To get the Dalits
back as coolies, they tell the Dalits that it is only possible to pay in instalments if the Dalits work for them.
If the Dalits do their own fishing, the Fernandos will make them pay the whole amount immediately
(which is impossible). At least one Dalit man has stopped using his kattamuram for this reason, and
more children have started working. Where this doesn’t work, the Fernandos cut the ropes tying together
the kattamurams, or take their nets.
The government eventually recognised that the community deserved the ‘partially affected’ relief
payment of Rs3,000, and handed it out to the Dalit families. However, as soon as the official had left, the
caste fishermen’s Village Committee took the money from the Dalits, and refused to give any back until a
bribe had been paid (one man paid Rs500 and was given Rs1,500 of his own money). Government
officials going to the village always see the Catholic priest first, who, according to the Dalit community,
tells them that only fishermen are affected.
15 of their homes were totally damaged and others were partially damaged, but the Dalits believe that
“even if the government gives us some form of compensation, we will not get it because the Fernandos
will take it from us.” After 31 years of putting up with servitude and humiliation, their treatment after the
tsunami has finally broken their will to stay – they want to move anywhere else they could find work.
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tsunami deserve to have new houses, and they should be better quality than the homes they replace.
Others affected by the tsunami, whose houses are damaged or simply poor quality, should also
receive housing where funds are available, to improve the general standard of living for the coastal
belt. While there are important social considerations in the allotment of housing, it cannot be just to
assume that caste fishermen should be the automatic recipients of this second-priority housing. The
houses of caste fishermen are generally better quality than those of neighbouring Dalits, so a better
way of distributing housing would be to look at the post-tsunami quality of housing for each family
and to distribute housing first to those with the poorest quality dwellings. Unfortunately this
method was not used, and housing was given on a communitarian basis, so Dalits missed out. The
difference between their huts and the quality new houses of their neighbours will be a stark
indicator of the socio-economic gap running along caste fault-lines.
2. Dalits have not been given work constructing the houses, at a time when they were desperate for an
income. The workers were brought in from other states by the contractors. No-one demanded that
capable, experienced or qualified Dalit labourers be given every chance of obtaining work on these
sites. As a result, a significant number of Dalit construction workers and ‘coolies’ who lost their
livelihoods in the tsunami remained unemployed at a boom time for the industry.
3. Housing has been used to squeeze out Dalits from the vicinity of caste fishermen areas, which have
expanded with the construction of new homes.
The houses of caste fishermen were superior to those of the neighbouring Dalit fishermen before the
tsunami; after the caste-based rehabilitation efforts the concrete-thatch polarisation will be even starker.
One major negative result of the lack of concern for the welfare of Dalits is an increased and untenable
debt burden. With no income for months on end and little or no assistance, the only way to survive has
been through borrowing extra money. Many Dalit communities operate by necessity through credit in
normal times, often borrowing from their dominant caste neighbours or employers. Despite the
precarious and exploitative nature of this arrangement, Dalits can often manage to maintain
repayments when work is there; the lack of work during the post-tsunami period has raised debt
burdens astronomically in some cases (see Case Study 12, for example). All 6 villages questioned about
debt burdens reported increases in debt. The risk of falling into debt bondage is too serious a possibility
to be ignored. Yet recovery providers have indeed ignored this problem, despite the fact that it stems
from their failure to reach the poorest victims.
The report by People’s Watch Tamilnadu entitled “The Hit and the Affected” enumerates 346 nonocean fishing hamlets (almost two-thirds of these Dalit) which had been affected by the tsunami but
denied government or NGO rehabilitation. Of the houses damaged amongst these affected non-ocean
fishing hamlets, 22% were not even registered as damaged. The study involved a transect walk in 6
districts to identify the hamlets, because the government administration did not even have information
about the existence of many of these communities, 6 months after the tsunami. This points to a lack of
will to reach the affected non-caste fishermen.
The caste fishermen are now more autonomous and asset-rich than before, meaning that some of the
basic opportunities for Dalits – fishing labour, fish vending, fish preservation, etc. – have literally
disappeared, being taken over comprehensively by the dominant caste. The planning for the
development of the caste fishermen has not taken into account Dalits, who were intricately woven into
the economic – if not the social – fabric of the caste fishermen community. The gain for the caste
fishermen has meant in many cases a loss for the Dalits, with no planning for how to recuperate this
loss.

a. NGOs
Expanding the range of livelihood possibilities is naturally a desirable objective of rehabilitation, but
when this is done in a blinkered, communitarian way, without taking into account economic links with
other communities, the effect can be extremely negative from a Dalit perspective. This was seen in the
supply of ‘ice boxes’ and fish storage units by NGOs to women and men of the caste fishermen
community. Women of the caste fishermen community control the fish auctions after the catch is
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brought in by their husbands and family members. After the auction is over, some unwanted fish may
be left over, which poor Dalit women can turn into a livelihood by selling it on the street or on the
beach. One INGO reported that:
Now with increased fish vending opportunities made available for women in the fishing community by
providing equipment of baskets, autos, fish storage units, ice boxes etc. this livelihood option [sale of
unwanted fish] for women in the Dalit community is not available anymore. Any excess fish is stored in
the fish storage units and ice boxes and the expansion of the fish vending opportunities and market
linkages provided by NGOs has excluded the women in Dalit communities who were hitherto engaged in
fish vending activities.

The provision of rehabilitation should not imply the economic exclusion of an impoverished and reliant
community; but this is exactly what has happened. Ethical NGO practice demands consultation with

Case Study 10:

Protests bring promises but no relief
Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Pulicat

The discrimination began right after the tsunami – on their way back from the marriage hall where they
shared an emergency shelter, the caste fishermen were given free transport, while the Dalit fishermen
had to pay for their bus ride. This was compounded by the government deciding the neighbouring
caste fishermen should receive the full Rs4,000 package while the Dalit fishermen, who had lost their
own boats (15 ‘vallams’, the larger ‘country boats’, in addition to 11 kattamurams) as well as their
work, were given the Rs2,000 package. The caste fishermen then received a further Rs10,000
rehabilitation package. After a protest uniting neglected Dalit, Adivasi and Muslim communities from 24
villages, the government promised in writing to provide these other groups with the same rehabilitation
package, but they simply did not pay it.

economically linked groups and at the very least the provision of compensation and the development of
alternative livelihood for those dependent groups; but this is exactly what has not happened. One of the
key demands of Dalits is to be given access to food markets, which are normally excluded to them
because of their perceived untouchability. In this example of poor practice, NGOs have in fact removed
Dalit women from a food market into which they had managed to insert themselves prior to the
tsunami.
NGOs and INGOs have focused on the caste fishermen communities, and very few have taken the
effort to reach affected Dalits. This can be explained in several ways:
 Dalits are less visible, so the assistance is less visible. Since caste fishermen had most of the
attention, and their organisations made the most noise, donations to fishermen had a higher impact
in terms of publicity
 Caste fishermen’s organisations were effective in providing data on the losses of their members.
Government officials and NGOs took this data as their point of departure and distributed housing
and materials on this basis. The social capital of the caste fishermen was efficiently turned into
information capital, which has led to capital assets. Little or no data was available on Dalit losses
because of their social weakness, and NGOs did not make the effort to acquire it. Dalit and other
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concerned NGOs made the effort to collect this data, but by then many agencies considered it too
late to offer assistance, as their funds had already been disbursed to caste fishermen.
Dalits lost relatively few possessions, because they had hardly any possessions to lose. There was far
too much emphasis placed on replacement of goods rather than replacement of livelihoods. Caste
fishermen lost registered boats, which provide a magnificent advertising panel for NGOs eager to
show their donors how they spent the money.
Caste fishermen were often opposed to Dalits receiving assistance, and in some cases threatened to
refuse assistance from agencies if the agencies gave also to Dalits. Agencies were desperate to
disburse their funds and could not afford to lose the most visible group of victims as their partners,
so agreed – actively or tacitly – to neglect Dalits.
Dalits are frequently considered by others to be dishonest. Agencies were encouraged to believe
that Dalits would lie about the things they had lost. This relative dishonesty is a complete
fabrication, but is very commonly believed. Both NGOs and government officials were inclined to
side with caste fishermen when presented with contrasting information by Dalits.
Dalit livelihoods may be more difficult to replace than those of caste fishermen. The caste
fishermen can return to fishing once the ecology allows it, but what will Dalits return to? Relatively
few of them had independent means of gaining a living; they were dependent on and often
exploited by others higher in the pecking order. Providing a post-tsunami livelihood for affected
Dalits may mean changing the economic relationships and/or creating new forms of production or
services. Clearly, boats and nets are an easier option.

As a result of NGOs refusing for the most part to take the more difficult path, the gulf between caste
fishermen and Dalits has widened further. It was reported that in the most affected city, Nagapattinam,
that there are now four times as many boats as there were before the tsunami61. This is not necessarily a
terrible thing, but the fact that none of these boats seem to have gone to the Dalits, despite the fact that
many Dalits were in fact fishermen, is an indicator of deep discrimination. The only basis for this
difference in giving is caste.
Again, the Church has largely failed to tackle the problem of restitution of the livelihoods of Dalits,
since it largely restricted itself to the caste fishermen members of the Church. The study revealed one
Dalit community that was being helped very effectively by the diocesan relief agency, who went so far
as to provide fibreglass boats for the community (unheard of in Dalit communities before the tsunami).
One church-based agency reports62 another Dalit community in Pulicat that was also given fibreglass
boats, in an apparently very successful attempt to overturn the local caste discrimination that has locked
Dalits out of sea fishing63. This is highly commendable, but compared to the scale of rehabilitation
implemented by Church-based and non Church-based agencies, the efforts appear to be token and
designed to defer attention from the general failure to assist Dalit communities in need. This serves to
prove that such agencies had the capacity to help Dalit communities but did not make a general and
timely effort to do so. With all the media attention drawn to the exclusion of Dalits, they had to
respond, but a few cases of successful support are not sufficient to make up for an overall failure to
ensure Dalits affected by the tsunami were helped as much as caste fishermen. Church-based and nonChurch based INGOs failed to prevent local partners from practicing caste discrimination in the
dissemination of the post-tsunami aid they were given. One hopes that the belated but very welcome
Dalit-focussed projects are proof of a major ‘lesson learnt’ for these and other agencies. Some Catholic
individuals, agencies and Orders did make a special effort to reach excluded Dalit victims of the
tsunami, and are to be commended for doing so.
Recently, more INGOs have come to realise that they cannot afford to leave themselves open to
criticism of caste-based discrimination. A major new initiative to conduct Social Equity Audits that
take into account caste based discrimination in development agencies working on the tsunami shows
that it is possible for agencies to work together to tackle this problem. Hence, with the disappointment
there is nevertheless hope that the agencies are waking up to their inadequacy when faced with inherent
caste discrimination. After the scandal of post-tsunami caste discrimination, and these comprehensive
efforts, agencies that fail to have mechanisms to address this form of discrimination in their
61 Source: interview with NCRC, September, 2006. The caste fishermen associations of Nagapattinam had even requested donors to stop
giving boats. Numerous boats given as aid to caste fishermen were re-sold by the recipients at low prices; making the denial of boats to
Dalit fishermen even more unethical.
62 Accessed at: http://www.caritastsunamirelief.com/innernews.asp?id=19 The report claims that “[Dalits] were not considered having
any social right, but in the course of their tsunami rehabilitation work, the Church agencies clarified that the affected should get help
without discrimination.”
63 Article accessed at: http://www.dec.org.uk/index.cfm/asset_id,1634/index.html
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development or emergency programs in India will have no recourse for special consideration.
Important questions of ethics and social justice will be asked of agencies working in India from now on.
It will no longer be enough to tell donors “there is a disaster; help us help the victims” – donors will ask
“which victims will you be helping this time around? How will you make sure you reach Dalit victims
and not just the dominant caste?” Agencies must take steps now to ensure they do not allow the same
injustices to be repeated in future.

b. Government
The Tamil Nadu government is apparently working on a scheme funded by the World Bank and the
Asian Development Bank to systematically develop the livelihood of all in the coastal belt. In an
interview with Mr. CV Shankar, Special Officer for Tsunami Relief and Rehabilitation with the Tamil
Nadu Government, in October 2005, it was revealed that the main beneficiaries were expected to be
coastal Dalits. Participation in the process of livelihood diversification was said to be a prerequisite for
the scheme, which was to have been implemented within the following 6 months. However, the
interviews with Dalit communities and with NGOs along the length and breadth of the coast held in
September 2005 and January 2006 showed that there was no knowledge of even the existence of such a
scheme, let alone a comprehensive consultation phase or implementation of the scheme. A
comprehensive scheme for livelihood recovery and development for Dalits is indeed necessary, and
must be tailored to the needs and desires of the community as much as to the market. But to begin such
a scheme more than one year after the tsunami struck is a wholly inadequate response. The government
should have embarked on preliminary consultation with Dalits as soon as it knew the finances were to
be made available.
The Government could have used the tsunami as a basis for helping Dalits escape from their position of
dependence and exploitation, in the spirit of ‘building back better’. It could have implemented land
reforms to hand over to Dalit ‘tillers’ the lands concentrated in the hands of higher caste landowners, in
line with pre-existing state policy, but no actions were taken in this regard. It could have made efforts to
ensure that Dalit fishermen were furnished with licenses and had effective access to their own boats, to
remove the illegal caste stranglehold on the occupation of sea-fishing, but it did not do so. It could have
made an effort to compensate Dalits for the small, unregistered livelihood equipment they lost in the
tsunami, but it did not do so (despite saying it was ready to do so). It could have ensured that its
officials compensated Dalits for all of the kattamurams, nets and shells they lost, but it did not do so. It
could have made an effort to ensure that work previously undertaken by Dalits was not taken over by
others without a viable alternative for Dalits already in place, but it did not do so. Again, this is not for
the most part malicious casteism on the part of government officials, but the typical ‘neutral posture’; a
failure on the part of authorities to tackle the ‘discrimination by default’, despite laws and policies to the
contrary. Where NGOs and other providers of relief failed to reach Dalits, the government’s role was to
ensure that those falling through the gaps were taken care of. For this reason, they should have taken a
particularly active priority to provide help to the Dalits being systematically neglected by the NGOs. It
never took such a priority, and in fact continued to give priority to the most highly publicised and
assisted victims from the caste fishermen community, in all phases of recovery. As Mr. Karuppan of
NCDHR explained in January 2006, more than a year after the disaster:
Fishermen got boats, nets and kattamurams; Dalits were not given these even though many had this
equipment for backwater fishing and lost it during the tsunami. Dalit agricultural labourers lost their
livelihoods, but were not compensated, or were only compensated after protesting. NGOs are building
homes for fishermen but not for Dalits, following a government recommendation and after government
purchased land for the housing. The government has still not resolved this issue; the problem
continues.

Official Government data states that Dalits were provided with just 11 kattamurams across the entire
state, out of a total of 20,000 kattamurams given. The government also replaced livestock for a grand
total of 22 Dalits, and provided ‘fisheries’ assistance to 98 Dalits. 266 Dalits (all of them in Cuddalore)
received the governments ‘crop loss’ relief, out of 11,400 farmers compensated64. This shows the
pathetic degree to which Dalit tsunami losses were recognised and compensated. Basically, if you were
a member of the caste clubs – agricultural land-owners, fishing cooperatives, Village Committees, caste
64

Tiding over tsunami, Government of India, accessed at: http://www.tn.gov.in/tsunamiEAP/TO_tsunami_relief.pdf
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panchayats or Parish Councils – the government compensated you because the ‘club’ would testify on
your behalf that you lost something. If you were an impoverished Dalit excluded from such
organisations and you lost a kattamuram or a goat, too bad.
The Government took responsibility for allocation of land for permanent shelters. Certainly this is a
difficult task, but according to an international NGO engaged in the rehabilitation process, the
acquirement of land is having a profound and uncompensated impact on Dalit daily wage labourers in
the coastal zone:

Case Study 11:

“My cow has drowned and now I am helpless”
Kovalam Nachiyarkulam, Kancheepuram

This community is 500m from the sea and composed of 128 Dalit families. The community was hit
hard by the tsunami, as their income comes mostly from saltpan work, sippi (limestone shell)
collection, backwater fishing and blind fishing. All of this work vanished after the tsunami. They had
also invested heavily (Rs60,000) in a successful crab farm, which earnt the community Rs5,000 per
month. This was destroyed by the tsunami along with the cattle and hens they had been keeping. The
government created a specific compensation package worth Rs25,000 for the loss of crab farms, but it
had not provided the package in this case. One widow, Saraswati, explained the impact of the loss of
her cow. In losing the cow, she lost the milk which earned her Rs50 per day. Now she has trouble
buying food and other essentials. “Now I am helpless” she says.
As a community they lost virtually all means of livelihood for 3-4 months after the tsunami, and still
were not back to their normal income 12 months after the tsunami, with most of the community still
unemployed and the rest underemployed. Caste fishermen are now apparently preventing Dalit
women from doing the blind fishing they undertook prior to the tsunami. The debt burden has
increased because of the tsunami, with Dalits taking out loans to survive long periods of
unemployment or underemployment.
The government and panchayat went to the caste fishermen village to survey their needs, but had still
not visited the Dalit village 12 months after the disaster. None in the village received the Rs3,000
package meant for tsunami victims in their situation. School bags and uniforms were given free to the
children of the fishermen. UNICEF provided bags for the affected children, but one school in Kovalam
reportedly demanded Rs5 per bag from the affected Dalit students, while giving them free of charge to
the caste fishermen children. The Dalits students also had to pay school fees despite their economic
hardship and the government orders to the contrary.

In the process of allocating land for permanent shelter for fishing communities, land that has been used
for cattle grazing, salt pans or agriculture has been acquired and thus reducing land availability and
wage opportunities for Dalit communities.

In at least one case, the government has even sought to buy the land where an affected Dalit
community is living in order to build houses for the caste fishermen (see Case Study 8).
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8. Alternative data sources
Starting from January 1, 2005, there was so much international media attention on the caste-based
discrimination in India after the tsunami that the UN High Commission for Refugees released this
summary on January 13, 200565:
Relief workers and members of India's Dalit caste ("untouchables") have reported instances of
discrimination against the caste in the aftermath of the tsunami that hit India's southern coastal region
on 26 December 2004 (Deutsche Presse-Agentur 7 Jan. 2005; The Times of India 1 Jan. 2005; AFP 7
Jan. 2005; ANS 5 Jan. 2005; Japan Today 11 Jan. 2005). Among the allegations was the forced removal
of Dalits from relief camps by higher caste survivors (AFP 7 Jan. 2005). It was also alleged that Dalits
were refused entry into relief camps by members of other castes (Times of India 1 Jan. 2005) and were
refused relief supplies by government officials (ANS 5 Jan. 2005; AFP 7 Jan. 2005; Deutsche PresseAgentur 7 Jan. 2005). A Dalit woman who lost her husband to the tsunami told AFP that her family did
not receive the promised compensation of 100,000 rupees from the government (AFP 7 Jan. 2005).
According to a Dalit official, Dalits are being asked to bury the dead without being given "gloves or
medicines but only alcohol to forget the rotten stench" (ibid.; see also ANS 5 Jan. 2005). Another Dalit
official is quoted as having said that Dalits were not counted among the dead in some communities
(ibid.). According to AFP, no government official or assistance were sent to Keshvanpalayam, a village
housing 83 Dalit families, which was flattened by the tsunami (7 Jan. 2005).

Media reports continued to show up the caste-based discrimination as the recovery process moved into
the rehabilitation phase. The report by Asia Media Forum66 published 6 months after the tsunami is one
such example:
Hundreds of Dalits and other lower-caste families have remained excluded from relief that have been
distributed by the state or the central government, by political parties or non-governmental
organisations, by local churches or community associations since the roiling sea destroyed everything
more than six months ago. Mostly poor and illiterate, they cannot document their economic and
property claims and so have remained excluded from compensation and relocation schemes. They are
without effective local or political clout, are mostly servants to higher-caste people and remain
subservient about their demands, needs and rights… Attempts by groups or individuals to lend a hand
to Dalits have been blocked by upper-caste groups, and local officials and other upper-caste victims
have refused to help them. “I have personally seen food and clothing being distributed by agencies to
members of only one community in Nagapattinam, even as barely 50 metres away at the end of the
street, the Dalits continued to wait in hope – and in vain,” says M Solomon Bernard Shaw of the
National Service Scheme… The government has focused its relief work on coastal communities of
fishermen, who suffered most casualties and greater loss of livelihood. But this focus has also meant the
exclusion of some villages that need assistance. In Nagapattinam, the government has declared 73
villages as tsunami-affected, but at least double this number have been excluded. Relief, as per
government instructions, is to reach those who have been “hit” by the tsunami – meaning a death in
the family, mainly the breadwinner or those who lived within one kilometre from the coastline. But for
each such “tsunami-hit” area and family, there are five surrounding “tsunami-affected’’ areas where
others supporting the fishing community – carpenters, traders, shopkeepers, cleaners, craftsmen,
farmers and farm workers, ice plant owners, fish net and boat menders – have lost also their sources of
income. Farmers were left with fields deluged by salty seawater that ruined their harvests and soil. But
since they did not report direct casualties, they have been excluded from relief measures. Majority of
the residents of these affected areas are share croppers or landless agricultural labourers, tenants,
workers on trawlers, daily wagers in salt pans, farmlands and fishing villages who are mostly Dalits.

The National Campaign for Dalit Human Rights (NCDHR) alerted the world to the problem of caste
discrimination in emergency and relief efforts on January 9 2005, and called for immediate action to
ensure that Dalits were reached. After giving the government and NGOs every chance to make the
effort necessary to reach the Dalit communities, NCDHR was forced to hold (together with Human
Rights Forum for Dalit Liberation and Dalit Mannurimai Kootamaippu) a Public Hearing in Chennai
on August 30 2005, to present the evidence of the continuing problem of caste discrimination within the
post-tsunami recovery operations. The Recommendations from this Hearing are included in the Annex.
The findings of this study show that even these Recommendations went largely unheeded.

Summary accessed at: http://www.unhcr.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/rsd/rsddocview.htm?tbl=RSDCOI&id=42df610a3e. References
provided in the summary: Jay Shankar, Agence France-Presse, India's Untouchables Forced out of Relief Camps by Higher Caste Fishermen, 7
January 2005; Jeremy Reynalds, ASSIST News Service, India's Lowest Face Additional Discrimination in Tsunami Aftermath, 5 January 2005;
Deutsche Presse-Agentur, Low-Caste Tsunami Victims Denied Aid, 7 January 2005; Japan Today, India: Rights Group Calls India's Tsunami
Relief Efforts 'Pathetic', 11 January 2005; Shankar Raghuraman, The Times of India, Caste Antagonism in Providing Relief? 1 January 2005.
66 Sona Basu, Discrimination vs Dalits Continues, Tsunami or No Tsunami, Asia Media Forum, 12 July 2005, accessed at:
http://www.asiamediaforum.org/node/209
65
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People’s Watch Tamilnadu conducted several studies which have been referred to in this report,
showing the continuing neglect of the tsunami-affected non-ocean fishing communities in general, and
Dalits in particular. ActionAid India has also reported on the problem in its ‘Human Rights

Case Study 12:

Double debt burden
Poovamthoppu (Salt Street), Agasthiyampalli, Vedaranniyam, Nagapattinam

This is an extremely poor community of 105 Dalit families, virtually all of them salt pan labourers. The men
earn Rs75 per day and the women Rs40-50/day. All of the families will receive permanent shelters – they
are extremely happy about this. They all received the government’s Rs3,000 package and have been
provided welfare assistance by NGOs. However, the owners of the salt pans only resumed production at
the beginning of 2006, so they missed a whole year’s work and income. Every year they get a loan from
the upper caste salt pan owner of Rs5-15,000 – it is effectively a salary advance: they pay it off over the
course of the entire year. With no work for a year, they have not repaid any of the 2005 loan. They now
have a double debt burden for 2006 and no way of paying it back.

Assessment’ of the post-tsunami recovery operations67:
For Dalits (members of the ‘lowest’ caste) in India, discrimination that existed before the tsunami
increased afterwards when they were even more vulnerable. Fifteen families belonging to Paraiyar
community in Vel Nagar, Tamil Nadu, were left completely devastated by the tsunami waves, their homes
destroyed and cattle and poultry killed. Formerly agricultural labourers working for paltry wages in fields
owned by the local fishing people, they were left with no means of income. The 15 families together own
just three acres of land. When they approached the village authorities for help, they were driven away.
When the local assembly member visited the area, he avoided going to see the Dalits although he spent
time visiting other affected villages nearby. When he returned to the area to oversee the distribution of
relief aid, again the Dalits were ignored. As a last resort, Dalits took matters into their own hands and laid
a roadblock to get recognition of their plight. Some members of the village eventually received a bare
minimum of relief (rice and flour) but the local fishing community was not happy that the government was
giving relief to Dalit families. The case clearly illustrates why governments must be proactive in tackling
discrimination. The local fishing community was the first to get temporary shelter, while Dalits had to wait.
They desperately need permanent houses and support to restart or find new work and to replace their
cattle and poultry.

In May 2005, Human Rights Watch released its human rights assessment of the post-tsunami response,
entitled After the Deluge68, with a damning chapter on caste-based discrimination, which concluded:
Even if, as some commentators have argued, disasters may not be the time to press for social change,
the government has to recognize the principle of non-discrimination in delivery of emergency
humanitarian relief. Even in cases where private actors are responsible for discriminatory behaviour, it
is the government’s responsibility to take all reasonable measures possible to end such discrimination.

67
68

ActionAid India, Tsunami Response, a Human Rights Assessment, January 2006, p55
Available at http://hrw.org/reports/2005/india0505/index.htm
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A number of non-governmental, governmental and international organisations came together to study
the problem and to develop the Social Equity Audit tool for measuring social exclusion (See Case Study
16). In the Preliminary Framework for the development of this tool69, the organisations noted:
In spite of a fairly successful immediate relief extended to the affected communities; within days the issue
of ‘social exclusion’ surfaced. There were reports that the Dalits or the Scheduled Castes who are the most
excluded social groups of India were excluded even in the immediate relief and rehabilitation programmes.

As quoted previously, Gareth Thomas, UK Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State in the Department
for International Development acknowledged the “reluctance by the authorities to allow aid to reach
certain castes.” He also referred to “the January 2006 report of a five-country study by a group of
international charities reporting internal discrimination.”
These sources were supplemented by direct interviews with many of those involved directly or
politically in the implementation of post-tsunami recovery efforts from NGOs, INGOs, fishermen’s
associations, coordination bodies and government officials as well as visits to numerous affected nonDalit and Dalit communities.

69

Social Equity Audit framework, 2006 (draft, unpublished), p2
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9. Poor and Good NGO Practice
This study has identified a series of practices by NGOs in the post-tsunami context which have either
contributed to the maltreatment and discrimination of Dalits, or have practically contributed to their
upliftment and human dignity. These practices are summarised below.

Case Study 13:

Poor NGO Practice – Neglect leads to mass migration
Periyakaramedu, Chidambaram

The rice fields these 80 Dalit families work in were ruined by the tsunami waters, robbing them of their
only means of subsistence (this is a meagre subsistence indeed: women earn Rs35 a day for 8-10
hours work in the paddy fields). Some of the women did blind prawn fishing and shell collecting, but
this work too was halted because of the tsunami. They lost livestock also, but without any proof of
ownership they have little chance of being compensated. Nevertheless, while they watched their
neighbours receive assistance immediately, they spent four days on the verge of starvation before any
NGO or government official would help them. With the announcement of the government scheme to
help all affected by the tsunami, they applied to the Collector for compensation, but never even
received a reply, let alone the package created for people in their situation. NGOs are helping the
neighbouring caste Hindu communities, but only the Dalit NGOs will help this community. Children of
‘officially tsunami-hit’ villages are getting uniforms, equipment and a subsidy of up to Rs500 a month,
but Dalits in the same school from this affected village have received nothing. As a result of
joblessness, 40 men have gone to Kerala for labouring work. The result of the loss of half of the
community’s men because of caste discrimination in tsunami recovery is yet to be seen.

a. Poor NGO Practice
•

•
•
•
•
•

‘Caste-blindness’, in other words the absence of an analysis or policy to tackle caste-based
discrimination. The caste system is already there; being ‘blind’ to it is a certain way to ensure its
continuation.
Preferential treatment for dominant castes for the purpose of maintaining partnerships, at the
expense of Dalit victims.
Provision of assistance to dominant castes which inadvertently discourages them from returning to
work and providing work for Dalits.
Aiding dominant castes to take over the work previously done by Dalits, without helping Dalits
find alternative work.
Provision of materials based on the desire for good publicity.
Oversimplification of problems in the haste to distribute aid within unreasonable timeframes.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Failure to research, find, meet and dialogue with local Dalit communities to assess impact of the
disaster.
Failure to assess whether NGO, fishing association, Village Committee, caste panchayat or Church
partners were excluding Dalits in the distribution of the funds and materials entrusted to them. In
fact, the most common NGO partners were effectively exclusive representatives of caste fishermen.
Using beneficiary lists provided by the dominant caste as the basis for assistance.
Provision of assistance based on caste communities rather than individual needs.
Failing to recognise the gravity of the needs of those who lost nothing but their livelihoods, and
failure to assess vulnerability in general.
Taking a non-critical approach in relations with the government, in order to facilitate their work.
Even NGO Co-ordinations have been guilty of being too close to government officials to confront
discrimination squarely. Independence from government is a means to ensure reliability in
advocating for the real needs of beneficiaries.

Case Study 14:

Good NGO Practice – Village Sangam Microfinance Scheme
Thoothukudi
Local, Dalit-sensitive NGOs have developed and successfully implemented a ‘sangam-based’ method
of post-tsunami recovery, targeting Dalit communities in Thoothukudi in particular. The method is a
systematic, bottom-up poverty reduction and empowerment strategy. ‘Village Sangams’ (selfgoverning community groups based on the involvement of women) are formed at the Dalit hamlet
level, with leaders elected by the members. Seed funding is provided to the sangam and the sangam
then finances the establishment of micro-enterprises on the basis of poverty: the poorest families are
offered the first loans. The loans are repaid over several months, with a small interest rate attached to
increase the rolling funds available over time. The initial aim is not to replace existing work
arrangements, but to provide supplemental income, which can in turn be used to pay off pre-existing
debts to upper caste landlords and employers, thereby reducing the long-term economic dependence
that has prevented Dalit social mobility. The scheme is not unique, but the fact that it is targeted at
Dalit communities is of note, especially considering that Dalits are excluded from many of the famous
‘Self Help Groups’ that have flourished both pre- and post-tsunami.
In Ulagar Rakshagapuram village in Thoothukudi, for example, the sangam microfinance model has
been applied, with the first repayments being made on time, income levels increasing, debt burdens
decreasing and, perhaps most importantly, the confidence and optimism of the Dalit community being
significantly raised. This and other pilot Dalit communities were denied the government relief due to
them, and were shunned by other NGOs (including church-based NGOs, even though many of the
Dalits were members of the Catholic Church) to the point of starvation. Thanks to the initiation of this
scheme, however, they are now in a better economic position than prior to the tsunami.

b. Good NGO Practice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Projects in Dalit communities themselves, aimed at specifically rehabilitating them through shortterm cash-for-work schemes, long-term occupational replacement and other projects.
Provision of boats to Dalits, with political support for keeping them, using them, maintaining them
and gaining fishing licences.
Actions to bring together Dalits and dominant castes, without compromising a commitment to
Dalit upliftment.
Attempts at mixed housing.
Field research aimed at uncovering unreached victims and assessing their needs.
After-school tuition for Dalit children.
Revolving funds for SHGs/Village Sangams for Dalit hamlets, focused on women.
Tackling alcoholism, sexism and division within and among Dalit communities.
Considering relocation for Dalits where the situation is utterly hopeless.
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•

•
•

Considering alternative livelihood schemes that are well-researched, cooperative-based, appropriate
to the wishes of the community and do not endanger current or future food security of the
community.
Development and application of a Social Equity Audit tool.
Support for the formation of Dalit associations and unions.

Case Study 15:

Good NGO Practice – Dalit Association given fibreglass boats
Periya Kottaikadu village, Edaikazhinadu panchayat, Kancheepuram

A local Dalit NGO has combined with Dalit-sensitive INGOs to give 10 new fibreglass boats, along
with engines and nets, to this Dalit fishermen community. They became perhaps the first Dalits along
the Tamil Nadu coast to do sea-fishing in their own, fibreglass boats. The Dalits here have had their
own Dalit Marine Fishermen Association since 1997, and when the tsunami hit it counted 120
members from among the 200 Dalit fishermen in the village. Through the Association, the Dalits
managed to get fishing licences and went to the sea in these boats, or as wage earners for the caste
fishermen. This association is the main reason for the success, as without this level of organisation,
they would not be able to take advantage of the courageous and timely initiative of the NGO to provide
them with fibreglass boats.
When the tsunami hit, the whole community lost its livelihood. There was no more fishing work
available – either inland or sea fishing – and those doing agricultural work could not resume because
the fields were salinated. The women doing blind prawn catching or sippi collection or fish vending
also lost their means of survival. The community lost 80 kattamurams (the caste fishermen forbade
them from owning fibreglass boats) and around 400kg of nets. However, the government did not give
them relief. The official position was based on the following: Dalits are inland fishermen, and inland
fishing was not affected, therefore no relief should be given to the Dalits. This is clearly wrong for two
reasons: inland fishing was seriously affected, and Dalits are doing sea fishing. Even the members of
the Association were not compensated, because they are Dalit, with the exception of 11 fishermen
who happened to be in the right place and filled in the form given to the caste fishermen.
So, when the Dalits were given new, fibreglass, motorised boats by an NGO that has supported Dalits
in the region for many years, the caste fishermen tried to buy the new equipment from the Dalits. After
they refused to sell them, the caste fishermen then stole some of the drive shafts of the new engines.
But the Dalits refused to give in, and, in a sign of their empowerment, 200 of them went to the caste
fishermen village to demand the parts be replaced. For generations they had worked for fishermen in
daily wage labour (many are still doing so), in an exploitative arrangement where the boat/net owner
gets a disproportionate benefit compared to the Dalit labourers. The income from the catch is all theirs
now, because they are the owners. The community had approached 20 NGOs who refused them
before they got the support of the Dalit NGOs, who are also supporting women’s groups to do thatchmaking, which is helping supply the need for housing after the tsunami and the floods.
Relations between the communities are not ‘smooth’. The caste fishermen are jealous that Dalits are
becoming independent, but they have to accept this fact, because the Dalits are organised and not
prepared to give in, and are being supported not only as impoverished, downtrodden individuals, but
as a community who can learn to fight for their own rights.
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Case Study 16:

Good NGO Practice – Social Equity Audit
Initiative of several INGOs, NGOs and Bilateral donors
In response to the scandal of caste discrimination in post-tsunami recovery operations, several major
providers have joined forces to develop a mechanism for assessing the degree to which providers are
reaching the ‘excluded’, the ‘vulnerable’, or the ‘hard to reach’ in the delivery of relief or rehabilitation. The
mechanism involves the training of independent ‘Social Equity Auditors’, who would analyse the
programmes of participating providers and provide a report on the degree to which Dalits, women, the
disabled and other excluded groups are being reached. The idea is to systematically inquire into social
exclusion within post-tsunami recovery operations, by creating a Social Equit Audit tool with which
organisations could subject themselves to examination according to social inclusion criteria.
The objective of the Social Equity Audit tool development has been described by the participating institutions
as: “to ensure that recovery programmes increase accountability and social inclusion by pro-actively
addressing issues of social exclusion and negative discrimination affecting the poorest as well as the other
marginalized communities in the post tsunami relief and rehabilitation phase.”
A Social Equity Audit tool and process could contribute enormously to understanding, monitoring and
preventing social exclusion amongst organisations implementing emergency response programmes.
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10. Conclusion
The news is overwhelmingly bad in terms of post-tsunami caste discrimination in India. Dalits were the
most vulnerable before the tsunami, suffered terribly from loss of livelihoods and small equipment, and
faced abuse, aggression and exclusion, but for most of the recovery providers they never appeared on
the radar. Through the eyes of Dalits, the role of ‘caste blind’ recovery providers has not been neutral
but rather negative, further widening the gulf between Dalits and non-Dalits, and making them further
impoverished and even more vulnerable than before the tsunami.
The experience of the few providers who made a special effort to listen to, work with and reach out to
Dalits has, however, shown that the opposite was indeed possible. Since it is possible to take an
approach that enables those at the bottom of the caste hierarchy to be reached on a par with others, it is
the moral obligation of all providers of disaster relief in caste-affected areas to design and adopt a
standing policy to ensure this happens whenever a disaster occurs.
The Recommendations (provided in Section 1), findings and analysis provided in this report provide
the basis for a planning/monitoring/evaluation tool with which disaster recovery and development
providers could ensure they are not discriminating against Dalits in their South Asian programmes.
With so much public information available about post-disaster caste discrimination, agencies are now
faced with the ethical imperative of developing internal ‘Dalit exclusion preparedness’ policies for
South Asia alongside their external programmes for ‘disaster preparedness’.
Those who say “disasters are not the time to tackle caste problems” are wrong. The inhumanity of caste
discrimination and exclusion knows no temporal barriers. Every time is the wrong time to contribute to
such inhumanity through ‘caste blind’ policies. Every opportunity is the right opportunity to bring
dignity to the most oppressed and downtrodden.
The furthering of Dalit exclusion confounds any humanitarian objective. Dalits must be authentically
consulted, intrinsically involved and actively included in all phases of disaster recovery. The dream of
“building back better” that all providers and victims share deserves no less than this.
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11. Annex
a. Relevant excerpts from various disaster recovery instruments
Equality and non-discrimination is an ethical pre-requisite for disaster relief operations. Below are
provided some excerpts which describe these pre-requisites in three instruments – from the United
Nations, the Red Cross and the SPHERE project – that guide the ethical conduct of disaster recovery
providers. Readers are encouraged to consult the full documents to contextualise these excerpts.

(i) UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement
The UN Guiding Principles of Internal Displacement, some excerpts of which are prevented here (emphasis
added), are available at: http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu2/7/b/principles.htm
Principle 4
1. These Principles shall be applied without discrimination of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, legal or social
status, age, disability, property, birth, or on any other similar criteria.
Principle 24
1. All humanitarian assistance shall be carried out in accordance with the principles of humanity and
impartiality and without discrimination.

(ii) Principles of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red
Crescent Movement and NGOs in Disaster Response Programmes
Following are some relevant excerpts (emphasis added) from the Principles of Conduct for the International
Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and NGOs in Disaster Response Programmes, available at:
http://www.icrc.org/web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/57JMNB
1. The Humanitarian imperative comes first
… the need for unimpeded access to affected populations, is of fundamental importance… The prime
motivation of our response to disaster is to alleviate human suffering amongst those least
able to withstand the stress caused by disaster…
2. Aid is given regardless of the race, creed or nationality of the recipients and without adverse
distinction of any kind. Aid priorities are calculated on the basis of need alone
Wherever possible, we will base the provision of relief aid upon a thorough assessment of the needs
of the disaster victims… The implementation of such a universal, impartial and independent policy
can only be effective if we and our partners have access to the necessary resources to provide for such
equitable relief, and have equal access to all disaster victims.
7. Ways shall be found to involve programme beneficiaries in the management of relief aid
… Effective relief and lasting rehabilitation can best be achieved where the intended beneficiaries are
involved in the design, management and implementation of the assistance programme. We will strive to
achieve full community participation in our relief and rehabilitation programmes.
9. We hold ourselves accountable to both those we seek to assist and those from whom we accept
resources
… We recognize the obligation to ensure appropriate monitoring of aid distributions and to carry out
regular assessments of the impact of disaster assistance…
10. In our information, publicity and advertising activities, we shall recognize disaster victims as
dignified humans, not hopeless objects
… we will not allow external or internal demands for publicity to take precedence over the
principle of maximizing overall relief assistance…
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(iii) SPHERE Standards
The SPHERE Standards were the principle reference for Indian post-tsunami recovery providers. The
standards demand that non-discrimination is a core aspect of the recovery process. Clearly the
discrimination against Dalits is contrary to the fundamental ideas of these – and all other – ethical
standards for recovery work. Nevertheless, the Standards would be improved by including the specific
consideration of caste discrimination, which is a unique form of discrimination based on purity and
pollution. Some of the relevant sections of the SPHERE Standards, which are available at:
http://www.sphereproject.org/content/view/28/84/lang,English/, are presented below (emphasis
added).
Vulnerabilities and capacities of disaster-affected populations
Specific vulnerabilities influence people's ability to cope and survive in a disaster, and those most at
risk should be identified in each context… Special care must be taken to protect and provide
for all affected groups in a non-discriminatory manner and according to their specific needs.
Common standard 1: participation
The disaster-affected population actively participates in the assessment, design, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation of the assistance programme.
Key indicators (to be read in conjunction with the guidance notes) include:

• Written assistance programme objectives and plans should reflect the needs, concerns and values of
disaster-affected people, particularly those belonging to vulnerable groups, and contribute to their
protection (see guidance notes 1-2).
Guidance notes
1. Representation of all groups: the participation of disaster-affected people in decision-making
throughout the project cycle (assessment, design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation) helps to
ensure that programmes are equitable and effective. Special effort should be made to ensure the
participation of a balanced representation of people within the assistance programme,
including vulnerable and marginalised groups. Participation should ensure that programmes are
based on the willing cooperation of disaster-affected people and that they respect local culture,
where this does not undermine the rights of individuals. Assistance programmes should reflect
the interdependency of individuals, households and communities and ensure that protection elements
are not overlooked.
Common standard 2: initial assessment
Assessments provide an understanding of the disaster situation and a clear analysis of threats to life,
dignity, health and livelihoods to determine, in consultation with the relevant authorities, whether an
external response is required and, if so, the nature of the response.
Key indicators include:

• Estimates of population numbers are cross-checked and validated with as many sources as
possible, and the basis for the estimate made known.
Guidance notes include:
9. Disaggregation of data is important for various reasons… As time and conditions allow, more
detailed disaggregation should be sought, to detect further differences according to age, sex and
vulnerability.
10. Underlying context: the assessment and subsequent analysis should take account of underlying
structural, political, security, economic, demographic and environmental issues. Likewise, any
changes in living conditions and community structures of both host and displaced populations in relation
to the pre-disaster phase should be considered.

b. Recommendations from the National Public Hearing
The Hearing was jointly organized by National Campaign on Dalit Human Rights (NCDHR), Human
Rights Forum for Dalit Liberation (HRFDL), Dalit Mannurimai Kootamaippu (DMK). It was held on
August 30, 2005 in Chennai, Tamil Nadu. Following are the recommendations of the Hearing’s 7member Jury Panel, which have already been published by NCDHR:
1. The depositions prove that there is discrimination in distributing relief and rehabilitation during
tsunami. It is condemnable. We conclude that caste discrimination is also equal to racial
discrimination. The International Convention On The Elimination Of All Forms Of Racial Discrimination
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

(ICERD) defines the term racial discrimination as, any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference
based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose of effect of
nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights
and fundamental freedoms in the political, social cultural or any other field of public life. India is a
signatory to it and has obliged to adopt the same in its statutory books and enforce the same through
courts of law. It has also incorporated the same in Art. 17 of our Constitution. But all these remain
only in statutory books and the same has been violated during tsunami. We recommend the
Government to strictly implement the same immediately and register cases against the erred
officials.
Though India is a signatory to the Universal declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the concept of
right to equality has been violated in tsunami rehabilitation. Art. 7 of the UDHR says that all are equal
before law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the Law. The same has
been enshrined in Art.14 of our Constitution. It states that the state shall not deny to any person
equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws within the territory of India. But in
distributing the relief materials and compensation, the state has neglected the Dalits, vulnerable
people of India. Hence, we urge both the Union and the State Governments to strictly implement the
same and disburse the relief and rehabilitation to the Dalits without discrimination.
Though the Supreme Court has issued guidelines with regard to manual scavenging to all the States,
several scavengers belonging to the scheduled caste were involved for removing corpses and debris
during tsunami. They were not given precautionary measures like gloves, injections and even food.
At the outset we are wondering as to why the army is not involved for removing corpses and debris.
If they could work on the warfront why can’t they in tsunami? Many of the scavengers were not even
given money for their work till date. We demand that the Government of Tamil Nadu should
immediately disburse the money for their work.
The government of Tamil Nadu and the concerned officials should have a common understanding that
fishermen denotes all the people who resides and profess fishing. We the jury panel thinks that it is
necessary that, without this understanding no government could carry the tsunami relief operations.
We urge the Government of Tamil Nadu to immediately assess the damage incurred by the Dalits.
While assessing the damage, the loss of houses, boats, catamarans, cattle and poultry, leased lands,
rented houses, house hold utensils, jewels and loss of two wheelers should be taken into account.
We feel that it is the duty of the Government to bring peace and harmony between the communities
where already exists the concept of discrimination. Instead the relief operation carried out by the
government of Tamil Nadu has widened the division between the Dalits and the non-Dalits.
As enshrined in the Constitution of India, everyone has the right to form associations. But many of
the victims deposed stated that in several places where the Dalits were fishing , they were not
permitted to form their own fishing associations. Hence the Fisheries Department should immediately
intervene in this matter and help the Dalits to register their own fishing associations.
We recommend that all the insurance companies to consider tsunami as an accident and compensate
the loss of vehicles.
FIR should be registered against the fishermen who plundered the relief materials from the Dalits and
it should be given back to them without fail.
We urge the Government to frame a policy facilitating the reconstruction of livelihood resources in the
tsunami-affected areas enhancing sustainable development.
We demand that the state should not remove the existing habitats as CRZ notification allows the
fisher community habitats. In this context the letter by Thiru.R.Santhanam, IAS., Special
Commissioner and Commissioner of Revenue Administration Department, should be withdrawn
immediately (Lr. ODSD(RR)/Relief / 05, dated 19.01.2005 D.O. Lr.No. OSD (RR) / Relief / dated
21.01.05).
The shelter reconstruction should be owner driven policy where the victim should become part and
parcel of the planning and implementing process. The affected family can be assisted in terms of
access to material support, grants and technology which is ensuring seismic safety, cyclone safety,
wind proofing etc in the backup of local geological conditions and traditional wisdom.
The Central Government has announced 650 crores for housing (for 1.5 lakh houses) 923 crores for
repairing boats buying new boats, (subsidy – 353 crores and loan component of 566 crores).
Although it is only for the Fisher people, the loan component should be with drawn and given as
100% subsidy.
The State Government should entrust the responsibility of disbursing the funds from the state for
reconstruction and monitoring the reconstruction with Panchayat in coordination with the NGOs and
CBOs.
The state should constitute “Tsunami Relief, Reconstruction and Rehabilitation” committees at
district, union and Village Panchayat and at ward levels in all the coastal districts with the
participation of Dalits and women.
The elected Government must prepare the demographic data, the need assessment data and Village
development plan and the reconstruction plan must be executed with the CBOs under the leadership
of elected Government.
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17. The Government should extend Worker status to the Dalit workers and they should be ensured all the
provisions of welfare board and the benefits of the savings cum relief scheme.
18. The Government must offer special relief package to Dalit workers in processing vending, auctioning
and other fish related activities. Interim relief grant must be provided for them till they are able to
resume their former economic activities.
19. The traumatic effort of the disaster on reproductive health must be assessed and special medical
care, including necessary scan and psychological counseling must be, immediately, offered to them at
free of cost.
20. The state should reconstruct toilets on a war footing to ensure the dignity of women and also for the
sanitation of the area. These must be provided even in temporary shelters. The state must provide
drinking water and domestic water needs to the affected communities.
21. The state should supply adequate supply of kerosene at free of cost to resume cooking till normalcy
is restored.
22. The government should protect the local communities from forcible relocation by vested interests
attempting to obtain beach-front properties for their own profit. In particular, the government of
Tamil Nadu should prevent the forcible relocation of families with houses within the 200-meter high
tide zone, because they have been given the option by the Tamil Nadu government of staying if they
so wish, but without any compensation for loss of damage of property.
23. The government should provide the market price for lands acquired for permanent settlements.
24. Many acres of agricultural lands have turned saline. The government should draw plans to make
these lands fertile and fit for cultivation.
25. The Mayiladuthurai police officials should immediately register an FIR against the erred bus driver of
the TRSTC who injured Mr. Kumar, the temporary scavenger of the Corporation of Coimbatore. It
should also provide the compensation to him. The Corporation of Coimbatore should immediately
disburse the allowance of Rs,2500/ to the remaining scavengers who worked in the tsunami affected
areas.
26. After hearing several witnesses we infer that in many of the tsunami affected areas, the Dalits were
not given compensation. Despite several petitions, none of them were provided with the proper relief
or rehabilitation. In many places the Dalits were abused by the Government officials. The
Government should vigorously investigate and register FIR against the erred officials under Section 4
of the SC/ST PA Act 1989 for negligence and dereliction of duty.
27. We came to know from the organizers of the National Public Hearing that except the District Collector
Nagapattinam, none of the District Collectors have responded to the petitions sent under Tamil Nadu
Right to Information Act- 1997. We condemn this. Above all the government should strengthen
governance systems ensuring transparency and accountability at every level starting with the village
councils. This is particularly important because orders issued at the top are often not implemented on
the ground. Hence, we demand that the Government of Tamil Nadu should publish a status report
with regard to the relief and rehabilitation carried out so far in tsunami affected areas.
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